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Syrian gunners attack U.S. jets in Lebanon 
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - U.S. jets 
came under attack for the first time in 
Lebanon yesterday when Syrian gun- 
ners fired missiles at carrier-based 
planes. At Beirut airport, small-arms, 
fire hit Marine positions. 
Pressure mounted on Yasser Arafat 
to leave the northern city of Tripoli 
and end the Palestinian guerrilla war 
that has killed at least 1,000 people. 
The PLO chief said he might return to 
Tunis. 
Syria said its missile batteries in 
central Lebanon drove off four U.S. F- 
14 Tomcats. No hits were reported. 
Lebanese radio stations said the Syr- 
ian firing began in the early morning 
when the Jets scrambled from the 
carrier Dwight D. Eisenhower on 
reconnaissance sorties. 
Assistant White House press secre- 
tary Anson Franklin, with President 
Reagan in Tokyo, said the jets were 
on a "routine0 mission when they 
came under fire from an unidentified 
ground site in central Lebanon. He did 
not specify the type of fire, but Beirut 
radios said surface-to-air missiles 
were used. 
AMERICAN MARINES came under 
small-arms fire in the afternoon alone 
the eastern perimeter of their base at 
Beirut airport. The Marines returned 
fire and the shooting ended in about 
2*4 minutes with no casualties, said 
Marine spokesman Capt. Wayne 
Jones. 
The shooting heightened tension 
that has been escalating since suicide 
bombings killed 239 American and 58 
French trooos in Beirut Oct. 23, and 28 
Israelis and 32 Lebanese prisoners in 
Tyre Nov. 4. The US., French and 
Israeli governments blame Moslem 
fanatics operating behind Syrian lines 
in Lebanon. 
Italy yesterday ordered two heli- 
copter-equipped warships to stand by 
for a possible evacuation of Arafat 
from Tripoli, where a cease-fire col- 
lapsed less than 24 hours after it was 
arranged by oil-rich Arab nations. 
Rockets and artillery Ore poured on 
residential neighborhoods of the port 
SO miles north of Beirut. 
Rashid Karami, a former prime 
minister and a prominent Sunni Mos- 
lem politician from Tripoli, said Ar- 
afat ^ 'should be out of Tripoli at this 
crucial time so that he can work with 
his brothers on confronting the dan- 
gers threatening the revolution." 
Karami, currently in Damascus 
and unable to return to bis home 
because of the fighting, said the Pal- 
estine Liberation Organization leader 
"must leave Tripoli?' He added that 
he reached this conclusion after talks 
with "parties concerned in the fight- 
tag." 
Arafat has repeatedly said be would 
leave Tripoli if asked to do so, and 
reiterated yesterday: "I will leave if 
the people of Tripoli ask me to leave. I 
am a guest here." 
Toledo women 
leading Ohioans 
in top positions 
Finishing touch photo/Mary Pencheft 
TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) - The election 
of Donna Owens as mayor means 
most of Toledo's top elected officials 
at the federal, state and local govern- 
ment levels are women, something 
political observers said yesterday u 
no accident. 
"If you have a well-qualified candi- 
date and they just so happen to be a 
female, they tend to do very well at 
the ballot box," Lucas County Repub- 
lican Chairman Michael Baker said. 
"Good-quality women who are will- 
ing to run start off with a pretty good 
edge. I don't know if you can put a 
numerical (percentage) on it." 
The election of Owens, a Republi- 
can city coundlwoman, as mayor of 
Ohio's fourth-largest city sewed up 
the last of three top political posts for 
women in northwestern Ohio. 
Sen. Marigene Valiquette, a Demo- 
crat, is the state senator representing 
Toledo, and Rep. Marcy Kaptur, also 
a Democrat, represents the city and 
surrounding area in the US. House of 
Representatives. 
Harry Kaiser, a spokesman for 
Kaptur. said the congresswoman was 
pleased by Owens' election, despite 
their party difference and Raptor's 
endorsement last week of Owens' 
male opponent. 
"SHE SEES the election victories 
for women as a healthy trend for the 
country and even more indications 
that women are becoming full partici- 
pants as voters and as candidates," 
Kaiser said of bis boss. 
Kaiser said Kaptur and Owens 
talked Wednesday by telephone and 
traded  war stories  about political 
ild me I should take a vaca- 
tion immediately," Owens, who ig- 
nored gender as an issue during her 
campaign, said. She won the election 
with nearly 59 percent of the vote over 
Democratic  councilman   Peter  Uj- 
& addition to the mayor's post, two 
women were newly elected to City 
Council on Tuesday, a third coun- 
dlwoman was re-elected and Owens 
will remain a member of that body as 
mayor. Thus, women will hold four of 
the nine council seats after swearing 
in Dec. 1. 
"There never has been much male 
chauvinism in Toledo politics," John 
Gillesple, a political science professor 
at the University of Toledo, said. 
"For city council, the elections 
seem pretty natural. Most of the 
women elected are not working other 
full-time jobs. 
"There has nearly always been a 
woman on council and she has always 
been a big vote-getter," Gillespie 
said. "We've bad a lot of women judges down through the years. It's 
always been a pretty hospitable place 
for women candidates." 
Kaptur said the election of women 
to key positions in Toledo has shown 
"the progressive nature of the Mid- 
west electorate. Women are seen as 
both credible and electable candi- 
dates." 
Larry Reyes, senior VCT major and advanced painting student adds the finishing touches to a 
painting entitled 'Thrust." The painting is one of a 12-part series In which Reyes employs color 
"to create an illusion of space, form, and depth." Bus strike continues 
Reach for help in personal crisis 
by JeM James 
start reporter 
/nner struggle common before suicide 
Editor's note: This Is the second 
in a three-part series dealing with 
suicide. This article deals with 
one student's personal experience 
with suicide. Doe to the sensitive 
nature of the subject, the name 
has been changed. 
by Geoffrey Barnard 
reporter  
When meeting Jean, a University 
senior, one gets the picture of a per- 
son busy enjoying her final year of 
college. Jean has a job on campus, a 
contagious smile, and a ready com- 
plement for anyone she meets. 
A passing observer would hardly 
believe Jean could ever have a care in 
the world. 
In February, Jean, 22, tried to kill 
herself. 
The personal crisis that led Jean to 
becoming suicidal, as is any personal 
crisis, was unique. The inner fftrngglf 
that she confronted, however, is com- 
mon to a suicidal person. 
While working her job as a night 
C-d, Jean was sexually assaulted, 
did not report the incident or tell 
her friends. 
"I was paranoid of everyone and 
everything. I kept it all in and I didn't 
tell anyone. Part of me was afraid to 
tell and part of me was ashamed," 
Jean said. 
Failure to reach out for help when 
trying to deal with a crisis is a major 
factor that leads people to suicide. 
WHEN SOMEONE cannot deal suc- 
cessfully with their problem, the situ- 
ation begins to look hopeless and the 
person looks to suicide as an answer, 
Marvin Kumler, associate professor 
of psychology, said. 
"I felt very dirty, worthless," Jean 
said. "I perceived It to be something I 
would never get away from. It took 
over my thoughts, which took over my 
Jean did not 
that suicide wai 
ever consider. 
beforehand 
she would 
"It was not something that I had 
thought about," Jean said. "I had 
been wishing that I didn't have to 
H«IMI1» my situation. 
"ThenT decided I'd rather be dead, 
which was a strange feeling. I had 
never before wanted to die." 
For a week before trying to commit 
suicide, Jean said she felt numb and hrlnlfi 
•Yhad resigned myself to the fact 
that my nhaestion would be with me 
forever," she said. 
"I WANTED to do it (kill herself) 
more than I cared bow they (her 
family and friends) would feel. I 
guess what I thought was 'I'm going 
to miss you, but too bad,'... so f took 
as many pills as I could fit in my 
hand." 
After waking in Wood County Hospi- 
tal with her stomach pumped, Jean 
claims her will to die persisted. 
"If a person wants to die, no amount 
of talking or counseling is going to 
prevent (mem)... from trying. 
"It took a few weeks of counseling 
to instill in me the will to live... I 
remained in counseling for the rest of 
the school year," Jean said. 
Jean's outlook has drastically 
changed since undergoing counseling. 
"It took me a while to realize that 
life goes on," Jean said. "If some- 
thing keeps popping up in your head, 
you've got to find another way to get 
rid of it. Life is valuable. Life is worth 
living." 
Anyone wanting to leave Bowling 
Green this weekend should find some 
other form of transportation if they 
were planning on using the Grey- 
hound Bus Lines. The company s 
drivers are currently in the 10th day 
of a nationwide strike. 
The drivers union walked out after 
they refused to accept a 1.9 percent 
pay and benefit cut from the bus line. 
According to Linda Klein, 
spokesperson for Greyhound, the 
company had to cut costs in order to 
stay in competition with other trans- 
portation systems. 
"Last year we lost $16.3 million,'' 
Klein said. "We needed relief to com- 
pete with regional bus and airlines." 
Klein said Greyhound will start to 
run their buses again in mid-Novem- 
ber to the major routes, with or with- 
out the old employees. 
"We have had 50,000 applicants for 
only 12,000 positions since the strike 
started," Klein said. "None of the new 
applicants has been hired, but we 
have started training centers in case 
we need to lure people. Hopefully, our 
old employees will come back to their 
positions. I am optimistic that they 
will," she added. 
LOCALLY, the strike has not af- 
fected people wishing to go to major 
destinations. However, Greyhound's 
competition is not running buses to 
places left stranded by the walk out 
Willis Gill, a Trailways Bus line 
ticket agent in Toledo, said his com- 
pany is not re-routing buses to cover 
the places Greyhound usually runs. 
"Right now, we are running two or 
three buses to places where we might 
have only ran one before the strike," 
Gill said. "Other companies may be 
routing buses to these places, but we 
G. Z. Avery, owner of the Bowling 
Green bus terminal, said the loss of 
the Greyhound route has hurt him 
t financially. 
"Trailways (which runs through 
Bowling Green, as does Greyhound) 
does not go everywhere that Grey- 
hound goes," Avery said. 'Tor exam- 
ple, Trailways runs a route to 
Cleveland only once a day. Grey- 
hound had a route going there three 
times a day. Since Cleveland is where 
75 percent of my business goes, it's 
bound to make me lose money," he 
added. 
-the bottom line— 
7 Democrats 
want Reagan 
impeached 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Seven Dem- 
ocratic n>eml>en of Congress charged 
yesterday that President Reagan vio- 
lated the Constitution in ordering VS. 
troops into Grenada last month, and 
called for his impeachment. 
The congressmen cited Article I, 
which grants Congress the right to 
declare war, and other sections that 
cover US. treaty obligations and the 
rights of its citizens. 
^The president's invasion of Gre- 
nada is illegal and unconstitutional 
, U an impeacha- ancLIam 
hie offense," one of the six, Rep. Ted 
Weiss of New York, said. "This reso- 
lution is being introduced.. .after 
Congress has exhauster! other reme- 
dies. 
The other congressmen were John 
Canyon Jr. of Michigan; Julian 
Dixon and Mervyn Dvmally of Cali- 
fornia; Henry Gonzalez and Mickey 
Leland of Texas, and Parren Mitchell 
of Maryland.. 
inside 
• The Student Wellness Center, also 
known as "The Well," seeks to 
promote a healthy lifestyle for stu- 
dents by providing information, 
programs and referrals. Page S. 
• Bryan Earl, 21, a Navy medical 
corpsman from Painesville killed 
in the Beruit massacre October 23, 
was buried yesterday while his 17- 
year-old Lebanese widow wept at 
his gravesite. Page 4. 
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Storm looming 
It's brewing. In the Mediterranean a storm whose af- 
termath no one can predict is forming. 
U.S. military forces have been building all week to a point 
where 30,000 sailors, marines and airmen are aboard two 
aircraft carriers there with another one on its way from the 
Caribbean. 
Hie United States is amassing a show of strength, but we 
fear President Reagan will go beyond a display of force to an 
escalation of our involvement in Lebanon. That his 
spokesmen have made a point of not discounting the possibil- 
ity of a retaliation for the attack on Marine headquarters last 
month fuels our disquiet. 
We are not alone in our apprehension. The European 
members of the peacekeeping force in Beirut, Great Britain, 
France and Italy, also fear the United States will push into 
the area. These countries are devoted to maintaining the 
mission in Beirut as a peacekeeping one and have agreed to 
keep their combined forces of some 4,000 men there as long 
as no intervention in the Lebanese factional fighting occurs. 
But they fear what Reagan is planning. 
We hope Reagan is engaging in psychological warfare, but 
we cannot quiet our minds with that somewhat desperate 
trust. 
Landing those troops will commit us to an all-out war. The 
Syrians and Lebanese factions will see it as a military 
offensive and meet it head on. Syria's reported firing on U.S. 
F-14 jets flying daily reconnaissance missions yesterday 
shows they are not afraid to challenge the United States. And 
they have the fire power to put up resistance. News reports 
from Lebanon describe Syria's Soviet Union supplied arms 
as threating to U.S. Navy ships. 
While potential U.S. foes in Lebanon are not as well 
equipped as the Americans and Israelis are, U.S. retaliation 
there will be met strongly. This is not Grenada and Reagan 
should keep the extras on the sidelines. If he moves in, the 
resultant war could become too big for him.  
Jackson may have lost 
support of Jewish voter 
by Sharon Cohen 
The Rev. Jesse Jackson stretched 
wide his arms in welcoming the hurt 
and rejected to his presidential cam- 
paign. But his embrace holds little 
warmth for perhaps the most vote- 
conscious of America's minorities. 
Leaders of America's Jewish com- 
munity - many of whom have 
marched arm in arm with Jackson in 
dvil rights protests - say the newly 
announced presidential candidate 
now is out of step with them. 
Jewish opposition stems largely 
from Jackson's views on the Middle 
East Years ago, the civil rights 
leader created a furor among many 
Jewish groups when he publicly 
hugged Yasser Arafat, the Palestine 
Liberation Organization leader, and 
called for an independent Palestinian 
state. 
"His past record is not one that will 
endear him to the Jewish voter," said 
Rabbi William Berkowitz, head of the 
American Jewish Heritage Commit- 
tee. 
Jackson's 1979 meeting with Arafat 
is just one source of the Jewish com- 
munity's irritation. The civil rights 
leader also has criticized Jewish re- 
porters and made statements some 
regard as insensitive to the enormity 
of the Holocaust. 
Jackson says he is neither anti-Se- 
mitic nor anti-Israel and has been 
misunderstood. Though his Mideast 
views may be unorthodox for an 
American politician, he said, "My 
appeal is a moral appeal... not a 
tradeoff for votes." 
But Jewish voters - many of them 
concentrated in cities where Jackson 
is likely to campaign - have tradition- 
ally been important to the Democrats. 
Morris Amitay, former director of the 
American-Israel Public Affairs Com- 
mittee, said about 90 percent of regis- 
tered Jews vote in elections - higher 
than any other minority group. 
"Normally the kind of support a 
black would receive (from Jews) 
won't be there," Amitay said of Jack- 
son's campaign. 
Blacks and Jews were allies in the 
dvil rights movements of the 1960s, 
tat have split on issues which devel- 
oped later, such as affirmative action 
quotas for hiring and school admis- 
sums. 
That split over domestic issues still 
appears secondary to what is the No. 1 
concern for many Jewish leaders - 
Israel. 
Jackson says he suffers from "a 
misperception" of his Mideast posi- 
tions. 
"I support without equivocation Is- 
rael's right to exist," Jackson said, 
but added: "I do support a state of 
Palestinian people. The more that 
they wander aimless as nomads, the 
more dangerous and desperate they 
become. 
"When we met with Arafat, we did 
not endorse him or his tactics. We 
challenged him to recognize Israel's 
right to exist... We need to be 
looking at a mutual recognition pol- 
icy." 
Jackson was heckled by members 
of the Jewish Defense League when 
he announced his candidacy and a few 
days later when be addressed mem- 
bers of the American Arab Anti-Dis- 
crimination Committee. 
Jackson has other problems with 
Jewish voters. 
There have been statements attrib- 
uted to Jackson that "he's sick and 
tired of hearing about the Holocaust," 
Nathan Perlmutter, executive direc- 
tor of the Anti-Defamation League of 
B'nai B'rith, said. 
Jackson said those comments, 
made during his Mideast trip, were 
taken out of context and he never 
intended to "injure anyone's feel- 
ings." 
He compared the issue to the black 
experience in America. Jackson said 
if tie were to relive the trauma of 
slavery all the time, "it would have 
the effect of making me too bitter to 
function." 
In 1979, Jackson criticized some 
Jewish journalists in Chicago, sug- 
gesting his Mideast trip didn't receive 
favorable coverage because there 
were no Arabs or Palestinian report- 
ers at major newspapers or television 
stations. 
"I nave seen very few Jewish re- 
porters that have the capacity to be 
objective about Arab affairs," he had 
What Jackson wanted, said press 
aide Frank Watidns, was more bal- 
anced coverage and recognition that 
he is not an enemy to legitimate 
Jewish aspirations. 
Jackson noted that in 1978, when a 
small group of Nazis threatened to 
march in the northern Chicago suburb 
of Skokie - the home of thousands of 
concentration camp survivors - he 
was there, linking hands with the 
Jews. 
"I have had, across the years, great 
relationships with the Jewish commu- 
nity," he said. 
Calling for a Mideast dialogue only 
reinforces that position, Jackson said. 
.Sharon Cohen is a writer for the 
Associated Press. 
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Looking at Esquire's 50 great 
by Garry Wills 
It was strange to see such different 
people in the same room. Here, at 
last, the lion was at rest beside the 
lamb, Muhammad Ali the punisher 
beside Dr. Jonas Salk the healer. 
Ralph Nader was present, the only 
man who did what the rest of us 
wanted to - defy the instructions to 
come in black tie. William Paley of 
CBS took his bow after Philip John- 
son, the architect. Carl Bernstein, 
Betty Friedan, Dr. Benjamin Spock 
were in attendance. Nixon sent his 
regrets, to the relief of some who 
invited him. 
The occasion was the release of 
Esquire magazine's SOth-annlversary 
issue, which clebrates "SO Who made 
the Difference" - people who had an 
impact on our last half-century. Some 
of the choices were obvious - FDR 
and Eleanor. The sexual revolution 
was given special attention, in the 
persons of Dr. Rock, who invented the 
pui, and Alfred Kinsey, who - some 
think - made that invention nec- 
essary. 
Other choices could be challenged. 
Katharine Hepburn was the only ac- 
tor on the list - though Marilyn Mon- 
roe and John Wayne were larger 
legendary influences. LBJ was on the 
list, though his war was started by 
Kennedy and extended by Nixon. Ed- 
ward Murrow was hailed for opposing 
Joe McCarthy - and McCarthy was 
the greater threat Reinhold Niebuhr 
is called the great preacher of liber- 
alism, though Walter Lippmann 
reached a larger audience of liberals, 
and Billy Graham was more impor- 
tant in the histroy of American reli- 
gion. Jack Kerouac has not changed 
our sensibilities as much as Norman 
Mailer did. Jacqueline Onassis has 
filled the tabloids, not our history. 
Dale Carnegie spread more uplift 
than Abraham Maslow. 
But most of the choices, even the 
relatively obscure ones, seemed 
right: Alfred Barr for the Museum of 
Modern Art, William Levitt for his 
Levittowns, Ray Kroc for his Big 
Macs, Thomas Watson for IBM, Rob- 
ert Noyce for the microchip. 
It was disheartening to see how few 
women were chosen - six out of the 53 
people named (one entry was double, 
another triple). And two of those 
women chosen were questionable, 
Hepburn and Onassis. Babe Didrikson 
Zaharias deserved to be recognized as 
the greatest althlete America ever 
produced. Rosa Parks started the 
civil rights landslide. Diane Arbus or 
Georiga O'Keeffe deserved a place. 
t^8*8***s 
And more than three women should 
have written about the S3 subjects. 
There are even fewer blacks than 
women oo the list - five of them; and 
only one black writer joined the cele- 
brating. Louis Armstrong belonged in 
this group; Toni Morrison and James 
Baldwin should have been among the 
writers - but I believe they were 
approached. 
Yet we must also recognize that 
women and blacks had less impact 
than they should have, over the last 
half-centruy, because they were not 
allowed to play their proper role. 
Those on the list - Dr. King and Jackie 
Robinson, Eleanor Roosevelt and 
Betty Friedan - had to work against 
great resistance, and even threats. 
The comforting thing about this list is 
that no one looking at it can imagine a 
similar catalog, drawn up SO years 
from now, that will lack heavy black 
and female representation. That is 
one of the best outcomes of the 50 
years just ended. They got us here - 
that is, to the beginning. 
Garry Wills Is a columnist for (he 
Universal Press Syndicate. 
Guild endorsement angers members 
by Art Buchwald 
The Newspaper Guild has endorsed 
Fritz Mondale as its presidential can- 
didate. Actually, the leaders of the 
Newspaper Guild endorsed him - the 
membership was not consulted. Many 
members of the guild are very angry 
that their leaders took a position in 
the presidential campaign. 
I thought there would be jubilation 
in the Mondale camp when the News- 
paper Guild gave the nod to their 
man. But it was just the opposite. 
"This is an absolute disaster," said 
one of Mondale's people. "We've been 
blindsided." 
"How can you say that? The News- 
paper Guild is a powerful union and 
Its members control much of the news 
fit to print. You should be thrilled they 
came out for your boy so early." 
"The members didn't come out for 
our boy - the guild officers came out 
for him, and the rank and file are mad 
as bell. Doyou know what is going to 
happen? The members will clobber 
Mondale just to prove they haven't 
gone in the tank." 
"I didn't think of that. You don't 
believe they would purposely slant 
their stories against him. just to as- 
sert their independence? 
"They could do something worse - 
ignore him. And if they do write about 
him they'll be harder on Mondale than 
anybody else. If they are not. their 
editors will think they're f olio wing the 
Newspaper Guild party line." 
"I think you're right," I said. "I 
frankly don't believe a Newspaper 
Guild should support any presidential 
candidate. After all, what can a presi- 
dent do for the press, anyway? The 
worst candidates have given us our 
best stories, and the best ones haven't 
given us any stories at all. Why do you 
think the guild officers stuck their 
necks out? 
The Mondale man said, "We sus- 
pect someone from the other side was 
behind it." 
"When you say the other side are 
you talking about Mondale's Demo- 
cratic rivals or the Republicans?" 
"In a presidential primary every- 
body is on the other side." 
"Perhaps you're overreacting." 
The Mondale aide said, "The last 
time the Newspaper Guild supported 
a presidential candidate was in 1972 
when they came out for McGovern. 
Look what happened to him." 
"I forgot McGovern. Funny enough 
after they endorsed him, McGovern 
complained be never got a decent 
story in the papers again." 
"It isn't funny. The same thing 
could happen to Mondale." 
"I guess your best bet would be to 
repudiate the guild endorsement. Af- 
ter all, you don't have to take every 
political blessing that comes along. 
"It may be too late. We should have 
turned it down when it was first 
offered to us. Now it's going to be hard 
to get the rank-and-file guild mem- 
bers to stop leaning over backwards 
to show they don't support Fritz." 
"I notice where many guild mem- 
bers have already notified their lead- 
ers that they don't support Mondale. 
Isn't this a good sign?v'l asked. 
, "Yen, but those reporters will go 
even farther out of their way to show 
they mean it. No matter which way 
they go now, it's a no-win situation for 
us. 
"There must be some way you can 
get a fair shake from the newspaper 
people, in spite of the fact they en- 
dorsed you. 
"Any ideas?" 
"How about this one? Why doesn't 
Mondale announce 'if I am elected 
president, I will let the press go to 
Grenada'?" 
Art Buchwald is a columnist for the 
Los Angeles Press Syndicate. 
letters 
Army helicopter disturbs 
students' daily routine 
The presence of an Army helicopter 
on campus Wednesday raises some 
disturbing questions. 
Throughout the morning and early 
afternoon, students walking to and 
from classes could not help but notice 
the UH1H copter circling the campus 
and periodically landing on the lawn 
in front of the Education Building. 
While many were enthralled by the 
unexpected display of high technol- 
ogy, none seemed to consider the 
implications of its being there. This 
reflects no credit on the University 
population. 
According to U.S. Army Captain 
John Cogley, assistant professor of 
military science, the helicopter car- 
ried members of the 101st Air Assault 
Division, stationed at Fort Campbell, 
Ky., who were here to give a rappel- 
ling demonstration. Cogley added 
that the exercise was coordinated by 
the local detachment of the ROTC and 
the local Army recruiter. This being 
the case, it is obvious that the demon- 
stration was a recruiting exercise 
aimed directly at University students. 
Why was this fact not previously 
impressed upon the student body, and 
why was the exercise not scheduled in 
such a way as to allow interested 
students to attend without disrupting 
the academic routine of the campus 
as a whole? Would it not be more 
appropriate for such an activity to 
take place at a time when classes are 
not in session? In this way the Army 
would accomodate the interested 
white exhibiting a respect for the 
rights of others who may wish to 
avoid such a display. The placement 
of the helicopter in the center of 
campus and its obtrusive noise 
throughout the day clearly illustrate 
the Army's lack of concern in this 
closely at events that take place on 
campus, assessing them not only in 
terms of their outward appearance 
but with an awareness of the organiz- 
er's possible underlying intentions. 
There is nothing at all to be lost by 
this questioning of motives, and a 
definite risk accompanies any inci- 
dence of blind acceptance. The re- 
sponsiblity to resist covert 
manipulation ultimately rests with 
the individual, and the collective 
exercise of this resistance cannot help 
but reaffirm the integrity of the stu- 
dent body. 
Dennis Murray 
Henry Marchand 
724 Sixth St Apt. 1 
Helicopter exercises 
disregard school, safety 
On Wednesday, I, like many others, 
was fascinated by the appearance of 
an armed services helicopter over 
campus. My fascination was momen- 
tary, however, when I realized that 
this helipoter was continually landing 
and taking off in a small area ringed 
by observers in the mideast of a busy 
campus. That the organizers of this 
exercise should so blatantly disregard 
the safety of those on the ground and 
discourteously cause classes to be 
interrupted by the incessant noise 
appalled me. 
While I do not deny the necessity for 
ROTC students to engage in such 
training. I trust that future such exer- 
cises will be confined to areas which 
do not endanger or disrupt the cam- 
pus. 
Jam** L. Harnar 
Profassor of Engliah 
Photographer treated 
rudely by Pres. Olscamp 
As one of the classified staff mem- 
bers present at the Wednesday, No- 
vember 3, brown bag luncheon, 1 feel 
that President Olscamp's actions and 
comments toward William Brown 
were not only rude and tactless but 
demanding of an immediate public 
apology to Mr. Brown and the classi- 
fied staff that were present. Mr. 
Brown's performance of his job as 
photographer was not as distracting 
as were President Oscamp's manner 
and my reaction to his comments and 
actions. 
Thank you. 
Richard L. Clark 
15221 Van Tassel Rd. 
Weston, Ohio 
- respond- 
The BG News Editorial Page is 
the campus forum for comments 
regarding articles in The News or 
important issues concerning the 
University and its community. 
Guest columns from members of 
the  University  community  are 
gladly accepted. If you would like 
to write a ''commentary" column 
please contact the editorial editor. 
Address your comments to: 
Editor 
The BG Newi 
IN University Hall 
Clear Views by T. Downing and T. Clear/ 
It is to be hoped that, in the future, 
University students will look more 
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'The Well' provides services for healthy lifestyles 
by L«l*y Sprlgg 
reporter  
Promoting a healthy lifestyle for 
stwHifo by providing information, 
programs, and referrals is the aim of 
the Student Wellness Center, com- 
monly known as "The Well." 
' Located on the second floor of the 
Student Health Service, The Well can 
be oied as a resource on topics vary- 
ing from nutrition to roommate prob- 
lems. 
"We deal mostly with the physical 
and emotional aspects of wellness. 
such as sexual awareness or stress. 
Generally, the moat asked for infor- 
mation is on weight control and nutri- 
tion," Theresa Popp Braun, 
coordinator of The Well said. 
The concept of wellness, Popp 
Braun said, includes six dimensions: 
physical, emotional, social, intellec- 
tual, occupational, and spiritual. The 
Well gives out information on all these 
different aspects, she added. 
The Well employs 30 undergraduate 
volunteers, caned peer advisers, who 
receive academic credit for their time 
and effort 
"Peer advisers don't counsel peo- 
61e, we only make referrals. We talk 
> students and assess what service 
they may need and where we can send 
them," Laura McKinley, peer adviser 
for The Well said. 
IN ADDITION to three or four 
hours a week spent at The Well giving 
out information and making refer- 
rals, the peer advisers are broken into 
teams that deal with specific areas of 
wellness, such as physical fitness or 
sexual awareness.  The teams are 
responsible for presenting programs 
or workshops on their given area. 
Present advisers applied near the 
end of last spring semester, were 
interviewed, and went through brief 
training. Students wanting to be ad- 
visers next year will be applying 
much earlier, and once rhomn, wul 
have an added reauirement. 
Advisers selected for next fall will 
be required to take a one credit course 
this spring before working at The 
Well. The course, College Student 
Personnel 482, which includes a brief 
study of health and wellneas along 
mm listening and Questioning «fc.n. 
will be added to the iSvtaers* ache? 
Applications for peer advisers are 
being taken and are due today at 4 
p.m. There are a limited number of 
appliestioni available and SO students 
wttt be chosen to interview for the 
Woman assaulted near Tech. building 
K University woman was assaulted 
Wednesday at 10 p.m. near the Indus- 
trial Education Technology building 
and the Greenhouse, police reports 
said. 
The victim reported that as she was 
leaving the Union, a man yelled, 
"Hey,  don't call out or you'll be 
sorry." 
He grabbed her, bent her arm in an 
armlock and walked her from the 
outside of the Union to an area by the 
IET building and greenhouse, where 
he knocked her to the ground, struck 
her, then fled the scene, according to 
Dean Gerkens, associate director of 
Pulblic Safety. 
She suffered no injuries except a 
bruise on the side of her face, Gerkens 
said. 
She described her assailant as 5 
feet, 10 inches, black, wearing faded 
blue jeans, a blue jean jacket and 
black tennis shoes, but could give no 
further clues to identification. 
dateline- 
J^nmaOy, the peer advisers are 
working on programs to go to resi- 
dence hails and to meetings of dubs 
and groups," Popp Braun said. In the 
planning stages are a birth control 
Information program that will take 
place in the residence halls, and a 
stress program related to undecided 
majors. 
A "Wellneas Awareness" program 
is being developed and should be 
presented early next semester. "A 
stress program dealing with room- 
mate problems is currently on the 
back burner," Popp Braun said. 
NOT. 11, INS 
Fttaesi - A co-ed aerobic exercise 
program wul be held in the Activities 
Center of the Student Rec Center at 
5:15 p.m. Free and open to all. 
Wargnateg - A Fantasy and War- 
gaming Society meeting, followed by 
a gaming session, will be held at the 
Honors Center, basement of 
Kreischer, at 6 p.m. Free and open to 
an. 
Cai-flelight Vigil - Mr. and Mrs. Jack 
Laufer, chairs of the Lima area Pris- 
oners of War/Missing in Action, and a 
VFW representative will speak at a 
POW/MIA candlelight vigil followed 
by a short memorial service at Oak 
Grove Cemetery. The ceremony wUl 
start at the Union and will take place 
from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. Sponsored by 
Angel Flight and Arnold Air Society. 
Theater - The University Theater 
production of Anton Chekhov's 
'Three Sisters." a tale of frustrated 
longings, loves, and ambitions of 
three sisters trapped in a provincial 
Russian town after their father's 
daattL will be presented Nov. 10-12, 
and Nov. 11-19 at 8 p.m. in the Main 
Auditorium, University Hall. Tickets 
are tz for students, $4 for others. Open 
Taleat - A Local Talent Night will be 
held in the Community Suite of the 
Union from 8-11 p.m. featuring va- 
rious local performers. Sponsored by 
UAO. Admission is SI and it is open to 
aU. 
*5.25 
FOR LARGE 1 ITEM PIZZA § 
2HW*     " 
Expires 11/19/83 
Buy one dozen donuts, 
get one dozen donut holes FREE! 
| Sat. and Sun., Nov. 12 and 13 only, 
good on delivery with coupon 
L 
i 
• Donuts 
•Ice Cream 
•Sandwiches 
THE GETAWAY 
998 S. Main   ">- 
352-4162     Xs 
Open Dally'til 9p.m. 
A.C.M. 
(ASSOCIATION OF COMPUTER MACHINERY) 
Faculty 4 Cft'C    *1 w/co,,ume 
^Students Welcome    *^"   ^ 
PARTY 
$2 w/costume 
Beer & Food available 
FALCON PLAZA CONFERENCE ROOM 
FRIDAY NOVEMBER 11th 8p.m.-12:a.m. 
tmmm 
Jump on the Wagon 
A 
?&:miMr 
Hayride , , 8 pm on November 17 
Meet at Union Oval 
Costs just S2.00 
Just before Thanksgiving! 
DEADLINE TO SIGN-UP: TUES NOV 15 
PAYMENT UPON SIGN-UP 
RALLY 'ROUND THE FALCONS! 
BG vs. KENT STATE 
TICKETS ON SALE DAILY FOR THE 
FINAL HOME GAME ON NOV. 19 
THE FALCONS & YOU. ONE MORE TIME! i 
<^
SB™ Nmrember Special'™^ 
$4.50 
13 in. One Item Pizza 
□EfeP*** rTEZD 352-5166 
203 N. Main 
nMll A - _,     Additional opwi 4 p.m. |tem8 75, M 
Expires 11/30/83 
i coupon peri 
FREE 
DELIVERY 
TTIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII iiiiiiiii tif ii unit 
THA NKS 
for your support, 
and getting out 
to vote!! 
Thank you — 
B.G. Permit Holders 
Association! 
B. G. S. U. 
iiiii TP .murinn urn IIIIIIII 
When you open with a pair of sixes, 
"Looks like a Stroh Light night." 
Why not start off the 
poker game with a winning 
pair of sixes. Open up with 
two six-pades of Stroh Light 
the great-tasting beer that 
doesn't fill you up. And with 
plenty of Stroh Ugbt around, 
you're sure to have a full house 
befort the end of the night. 
"LooksShea 
StrohUgt 
4 bg new^november 11. 1983 ■campus/local— 
Young widow grieves 
PAINESVILLE, Ohio 
(AP) - The 17-year-old 
Tatoeneae widow of Navy 
Medical Corpsman Bryan 
Earle wept at his gravesite 
and kissed his casket yes- 
terday following a funeral 
attended by about ISO of 
Barle's friends and rela- 
tives. 
Earle was one of 239 
American servicemen 
killed in the Oct. 23 terror- 
ist bombing of Marine 
headquarters in Beirut. 
Just a week before the 
explosion, the 21-year-old 
Earle, of Painesvifle, mar- 
ried Mishleen Abi Gha- 
nem, who had worked as a 
translator for him in Leb- 
anon. 
"He never deserved to 
die," Mishleen cried out as 
the Navy ceremony at Riv- 
erside Cemetery ended. "I 
will pray every day and 
every minute. All of them 
deserved to stay forever in 
this world." 
Mishleen, dressed in 
black, was escorted at the 
cemetery and at an earlier 
Navy ceremony at Brun- 
ner-Nixon Funeral Home 
by her brother, Walid, 23, 
who had accompanied her 
to Cleveland. 
UNTIL MISHLEEN 
spoke at the cemetery, no 
mention was made of the 
violent nature of Earle's 
death. 
Capt. James Johnston, a 
Navy chaplain, directed 
the services. 
"There are several 
things we share," he said. 
"One of them is grief. One 
of them is joy. Our grief is 
honest, but this grief must 
move into joy. Bryan in 
every way today is whole." 
A funeral procession of 
about 60 cars traveled just 
over a mile from the fune- 
ral home to the cemetery 
for the brief graveside cer- 
emony, after which a con- 
tingent of four Marines 
fired the traditional three 
rifle volleys and a bugler 
played''Taps.'' 
Mishleen had said Tues- 
day that she and Bryan 
were married in a Catholic 
church in west Beirut on 
Oct. 16. She said she met 
Earle a year earlier, when 
he was treating a neighbor 
of her family. 
"After that, the days to- 
gether were everything in 
my life, everything I lived 
for," she said. 
Because most military 
records were destroyed in 
the bombing, the marriage 
was not immediately con- 
firmed. However, military 
spokesmen say a chaplain 
and servicemen who at- 
tended the marriage cere- 
mony have signed 
statements testifying that 
it occurred. 
Not prepared for parenthood 
Teen-age pregnancies troublesome 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) 
- Noting that more than 1,- 
800 Franklin County 
women between the ages of 
IS and 19 had babies in 
1982, participants in a pro- 
gram sponsored by the Co- 
lumbus Alliance of Black 
School Educators said the 
number of teenage preg- 
nancies probably wul be 
greater this year. 
Ora White, a counselor 
at Brookhaven High 
School, said young moth- 
ers' schooling usually suf- 
fers   because   of 
approaching parenthood. 
Dr. Martha Miller, a Co- 
lumbus pediatrician, said 
teen-age mothers often 
aren't physically equipped 
for the demands of preg- 
nancy. 
"The prime age for 
childbearing is 21 to 30. 
Before that, the body sys- 
tems aren't mature enough 
to handle it," she said. 
Miller also said young 
mothers frequently have 
children who have more 
problems in school, are 
less developed emotionally 
and intellectually and are 
below average in height 
and weight 
YOUNG   MOTHERS 
may inflict more physical 
and emotional abuse on 
their children and may ne- 
glect them because they 
can't handle the stress of 
parenthood, she said. 
"Nationally, four out of 
10 teen-agers get pregnant. 
Two out of 10 nave live 
births, and more than half 
of the teen-age pregnan- 
cies end in induced or spon- 
taneous abortions 
(miscarriages)," Bessie 
Jackson, director of the 
Bethune Center in Coum- 
bussaid. 
"In Washington, D.C., 
they speak of Florida, Mis- 
sissippi and Ohio as having 
a crisis. Seventy-five per- 
cent of all teen-agers are 
sexually active, and one of 
every three girls is sex- 
ually active. 
"In terms of Columbus, 
where we have high-risk 
clinics, there has still been 
a rise in infant mortality 
and an increase in birth 
defects, particularly men- 
tal retardation, because 
more teens are getting pre- 
gnant." 
Jackson said many teen- 
agers don't seek prenatal 
care because of their igno- 
rance of its importance or 
because of the expense. 
"In Columbus, prenatal 
care for a normal preg- 
nancy with a three-day 
hospital stay costs $2,500. 
The doctors here are turn- 
ing their backs on the 
young people because the 
(youngsters) can't pay the 
fees, and the mothers then 
have to go to a clinic where 
they face a long waiting 
list." 
Reagan seeks aid in shrinking deficit 
MIL U QIL 
BG News TTJT"^  u ,    Nov- 9- 1983 Ed Miller Thanks! 
1. All students who voted for him in the Council 
Election Nov. 8 
2. Jeff James, Pres. at BGSU Republicans and 
his active and most helpful group. 
With Victory goes responsibility 
I kncM' all Republicans look forward to the 
challenges of the majority and the items mentioned 
in the campaign. 
Your concerns and suggestions are always welcome. 
Sincerely 
Ed Miller 
Councilman- 
At-Large Elect 
TOKYO (AP) - Presi- 
dent Reagan, making no 
apparent headway in his 
bid to expand American 
access to Japanese mar- 
kets, appealed directly to 
Japan's legislators today 
for help in shrinking the 
huge U.S. trade deficit giv- 
ing him political head- 
aches back home. 
In a prepared speech, 
the first by an American 
president before the Diet. 
the Japanese parliament. 
Reagan said, "We need 
your help in demonstrating 
free trade to address con- 
cerns of my own people." 
The president told the 
lawmakers that "Ameri- 
THIS WEEKEND! 
K»H6 £3ffi? 
• jyi^/Ji (pf*- 
FALCONS vs. ILLINOIS-CHICAGO FRI/SAT 7:30pm 
YOUR Falcons return home this weekend after a two-game sweep of arch-rival 
Michigan State. Tickets for this weekend's series vs. the Flames of Illinois-Chicago are 
priced at $4.00 for general admission and $5.00 for reserved. Stop by the Memorial 
Hall Ticket Office daily from 9-5 for your hockey tickets. Be there! 
SOME MEN SET THEIR SIGHTS 
HIGHER THAN OTHERS 
CHRIS AND SKIP 
LYNNETTE AND BRAD 
EDERF AND QUINCEY 
ALU AND BEEF 
RACHEL AND ROC 
MARY JO AND ROB 
PEIRCE AND J.J. 
PENNY AND JEFF 
BETH AND JERWY 
JODY AND SCHNEIDS 
JILL AND MIKE 
BALINT AND RADAR 
AMY AND PAUL 
JULIE AND MIKE 
NANCY AND CLIP 
LISA AND BRAD 
BRENDER AND EDDIE 
SHERRI AND JIM 
DAWN AND FRANK 
DEBBIE AND PUPPERS 
KELLY AND SCOTT 
MARY AND BRAD 
Dl AND WINGY 
KATHY AND JEFF 
SCHABES AND SHARK 
JENNIFER AND RICK 
LAURIE AND TOM 
MR. AND MRS. BALONEY 
BOBBI AND RICH 
NANCY AND ROGER 
LORI AND MIKE 
JONNIE AND KEITH 
MARIANNE AND RICK 
K.K. AND BOBBY 
CAREN AND JORDIE 
JEANNE AND TERRY 
BOONER AND FITE-MAN 
REBEC AND RUF 
SCHNEEBLET AND BOBBY 
SULC AND T.H. 
SUSAN AND DANIEL 
EL PRESIDENTE AND MARK 
MARGOT AND JOE 
COACH AND AQUAMAN 
CHRIS AND CHUCK E. 
WEEZY AND J.B. 
ANNE AND LARRY 
DEE-DEE AND PUP 
HEIDI AND J.P. 
SHARI AND PABLO 
BETH AND CHUCK 
DEBBIE AND CHRIS 
LINN AND SHAWN 
CHERIE AND.CHRIS 
LYNNE AND JIMBO' 
JEAN AND JIM 
LISA, AND JIM 
ANNE AND TED 
RUTHANNE AND DANNY 
DEBRA AND GREG 
KELLEY AND MIKE 
ANNETTE AND ANDY 
KAREN AND BOB 
CHERYL AND SCOPE 
KAREN AND DR. NO 
NATALIE AND REGGIE 
SONJA AND T.R. 
SHARI AND CRAIG 
DEBBIE AND ANDY 
JUDI AND DOUG 
PAT AND TERRY 
CINDY AND JIM 
JUDI AND STEVE 
JOIE AND BOB 
WENDY AND DAN 
GOLDIE AND JEFF 
DEBBIE AND ANDY 
LAURA AND LES 
PAT AND DAVID 
ELAINE P. AND BOB 
MICHELE AND KEVIN 
SUZI AND DAVE 
KATHY AND EDDIE 
MARY AND BRAD 
CHEE OMU 
cans believe your markets 
are less open than ours. We 
need your support to lower 
further the barriers that 
still make it difficult for 
many American products 
to enter your markets eas- 
ily." 
While strongly castigat- 
ing the Soviet government, 
Reagan promised that the 
United States would never 
abandon arms control ne- 
gotiations with the Soviet 
union. 
"OUR GREAT frustra- 
tion has been the other 
side's unwillingness to ne- 
gotiate in good faith. We 
wanted to cut deep into 
nuclear arsenals and still 
do. But they are blocking 
the dramatic reductions 
the world wants," the pres- 
ident said. 
In urging a lowering of 
trade barriers, Reagan de- 
nounced legislation passed 
by the House last week 
over his objections that 
would attempt to curb Jap- 
anese auto imports by 
mandating inclusion of a 
percentage of U.S.-man- 
ufactured parts. 
"This would be a cruel 
hoax, raising prices with- 
out protecting jobs," Rea- 
gan said. "We would buy 
less from you. You would 
buy less from us." 
PASSPORT PHOTOS 
3 Minute Service I 
Color or B & W 
Passports/ Visas/ Resumes 
kinko's copies 
323 E. Wooster 
(across from Taco ■•II) 
334-3977 
MIDNITE SHOW 
CINEMA I 8 2 
FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
(They couldn't have liked each others 
lets. 
NICK NOLTE 
f EDDIE MURPHY 
a H8HRS. 
STA!Mt/.M CINEMA 1*2 
STADIUM riAZA   •OWIINC GMtf N PH.: 
SHARE THE WARMTH. 
TAKE A FRIEND TO 
AMERICAS NO. 1 COMEDY HIT. 
"One of those rare films you want* 
to see again and again. 
A wonderful movie   warm, human, tunny vull 
acted and will written A gem." 
"One of the best movies ol the year    with great 
.irhnci .mil great dialogue 
»I It   Ml >\» s 
I hey re eight old Iriends who haven't seen em h 
other since the sixties. Searching lot something 
Khey've lost And finding all they need is each other 
HOW MUCH LOVE, SEX, FUN. AND 
FRIENDSHIP CAN A PERSON TAKE? 
lOMBtHfcMjtll   GlfNflCiOSI    JUTUXIHMUM   AIIIIAMHUR 
MVHRimi   "WHY KM n HI    Hit, Mil    JHBIlllHlLllAaS 
ITHE BIG CHILL 
AT 7:90 A 9:30 
SAT. MAT. 2:00 
SUN. MAT. 2.-00 & 4:00 
mow & m&ffiw'Ifw mm nyf, - 
sensations  thought* feelings emotions avert your 
dceoms and ntghtmores   Then, at the touch of a button 
transfer? these personal eipenences from one tmnd to 
another   Any person   Any experience 
Anything you con imagine 
CHRISTOPH6R UJflLK€N 
NATflU€ WOOD 
BRAINSTORM 
AT 7:30 & 9:30 SAT 2:00    rgy^i 
SUN. MAT. 2 & 4:00 
CLA-ZEL 
MAIN    THEATRE     J" i36i 
ALL SEATS 
ANYTIME 
ONLY 
$1.00 
JDnly two things con screw up their relationship] 
He's one.       She's the other. 
DUDLEY MOORE 
MARY STEENDURGEN 
AT 7:30*9:30 
SAT MAT 2:00 
SUN MAT 2:00 & 400 \F*' 
The Falcon offensive line; 
it's just one big happy family 
sports bg news/november 11.1963 6 
by Tom Hlsek 
■ sports eaitcx 
Offensive linemen aren't 
in the spotlight too often, 
and when the opportunity 
does come along they are 
more than willing to reap 
in the praises for a good 
Sib that often goes unno- 
ced. 
The acccompanying pho- 
tograph was supposed to 
Sicture only Bowling 
reen's five starting offen- 
sive linemen. But, when 
Scott Duncan, BG's offen- 
sive line coach called the 
line together for the 
snapshot -the starting of- 
fensive line suddenly bal- 
looned to 12 first-stringers. 
Whether all the pictured 
individuals are even offen- 
sive players is not the 
point, but it only demon- 
strates the fact that an 
offensive lineman cer- 
tainly doesn't lead the glo- 
rified life of a star 
quarterback or running 
back. 
BUT THE fact remains 
that the Falcon offensive 
line has come a long way 
since 1983's opening game 
against Fresno State, when 
Suarterback Brian Mc- 
lure's rushing statistics 
showed a big, fat minus 59 
yards rushing, while BG's 
ground game could muster 
only 28 yards. 
last week, in the Fal- 
cons' 45-30 victory  over 
Ball State, McClure was 
never even sacked, while 
Darryl Story and Lamont 
Wagner managed to gain 
238 yards in what was 
probably the line's best 
showing this season. 
In tomorrow's game pit- 
ting the Falcons against 
the the option-happy of- 
fense of the Ohio Univer- 
sity Bobcats in Athens at 
1:30 p.m., BG's offensive 
fivesome will be looking to 
give McClure the time to 
spot the open man, against 
the Mid-American Confer- 
ence's top-rated pass de- 
fense, yielding an average 
of only 121 yards per game. 
McClure, with 2,856 
yards passing entering to- 
morrow's contest, will be 
attempting to become the 
first quarterback in MAC 
history to gain more than 
3,000 yards passing in a 
season. 
But, what makes the 
line's accomplishments 
stand out, is that its pro- 
gress has been attained 
with anything but a steady 
starting lineup. 
WHEN THE season 
opened, Dean Hall and 
Eric Barnard were at the 
tackles, while Mark White 
and Dan Schriner were at 
the guard positions, with 
Brian Johnson at the cen- 
ter spot. 
Since that time, White 
has quit playing football; 
Hall is probably out for the 
BLACK STUDENT 
UNION 
MEETING 
DATE: NOVEMBER 14,1983 
TIME: 7:30 p.m. 
PLACE: THE AMANI 
This meeting is crucial, 
please attend! 
You're Needed 
All Over the 
World. 
A* Peoce Corps volunteers why rhen ingenuity ond rlexibtllfy 
ore as vttol os rhelr degrees They'll tell you they ore helping 
rhe world's poorest peoples orrom self sufficiency In rhe areas 
of food producnon. energy conservation, education, economic 
development ond heolrh services And they'll tell you about 
the rewords of honds on coreer experience overseas. They'll 
tell you it's rhe toughest job you'll ever love 
GRADUATING this WINTER or SPRING? 
Apply NOW for 1984 openings. AIT 
majors considered. Interviews 
Nov  14 and 15.  Contact the 
Placement Center.  For more in^o 
call toll free 1-800-521-8686. 
PEACE CORPS 
GOME AND SEE 
YOUR FRIENDS ON STAQEI 
LOCAL TALENT 
NIGHT 
Featuring: 
• KELLY BROADWAY 
• DAVID SHAFFERNOCKER 
• JOHN LARIVIERE 
• GLORIA PORCO 
• DONNEL NOBEL 
• RAYME MARCOZZI 
• CINDI BELFIORE 
• TERRY CUMMESGS 
• KEITH KELLY 
• NANCY WILCH 
TONIGHT 
COMMUNITY SUITE. UNION 
n.oo admlssisi 
season after suffering a 
knee Injury two weeks 
ago; Barnard has gone 
from tackle to his natural 
position at guard and now 
back to tackle in the wake 
of Hall's injury; which in 
turn, brought Mike Estep 
into the picture at the right 
guard position last week. 
And Vic Cales has been at 
the right tackle spot since 
early this season. Only 
Johnson and Schriner have 
maintained their incum- 
bency. 
There are no standout 
performers among them. 
Instead, they have relied 
on a strong sense of unity 
and just going out and 
playing the game as it was 
meant to be played. 
As BG bead coach Denny 
Stolz said, "They're not 
great athletes, but they're 
all competitive. Like I al- 
ways tell them, they're 
such poor athletes, they 
couldn't play anywhere 
else," be said with a grin. 
"You have to realize that 
the offensive line is differ- 
ent fom the rest of the 
team," the 6-foot-5, 280- 
pound Cales said. "We're a 
pretty-much poised group. 
At our position, you just 
can't go wild, you have to 
be in a certain state of 
mind. You have to demon- 
strate some controlled ag- 
gression." 
THE LINE has come a 
long way since the days of 
pre-season practice when 
Stolz said the offfensive 
line was still a puzzle. 
"We're moving players 
around, trying to get the 
best combination,'* Stolz 
said in August. "It's still 
an unsettled area." 
Former Falcon lineman 
Greg King had compli- 
cated matters for Stolz by 
not responding well after 
knee surgery; Ray Rock- 
well, the projected starting 
center suffered a sidelin- 
ing knee injury and then 
White quit the team this 
season. 
"Although they didn't 
start last year, Dean 
(Hall) and Brian (John- 
son) were our only estab- 
lished players coming into 
this season," Stolz said. 
"But now, other than Bar- 
nard, they'll all be back 
next year, and not just for 
next year, but for a couple 
of years. 
Duncan, the line's tutor, 
was proud of their accom- 
E" merits, but still said 
have a long way to go. 
he couldn't deny the 
fact they had come a long 
way as a unit. "During 
spring ball, it was even 
tough for the quarterback 
to get a pass off - playing 
against the second-team 
defense." 
Cales and Barnard said 
communication was the 
key to the team's success 
on the field; communica- 
Do, new? slott/Potrick Sondor 
Bowling Greens offensive line (from left to right): Mark Dowdell, Phil Walker. Vic Cales, Jim Riemland, Dan Schriner. 
Eric Barnard. Joe Kastl, Mike Estep. Brian Johnson. Dave Bittner, Bob Adelsperger and Jerry Bayless. 
voted  to   improving   the     esty of his talented group,    hill ■ tion in terms of picking up 
an opponent's blitz, mak- 
ing a key block or just 
sorting out blocking as- 
signments. 
Tt*s like a boyfriend- 
girlfriend relationship," 
Barnard said. "You have 
to have communication - 
you have to have complete 
communication." 
EVEN THOUGH they 
aren't a group that takes a 
particularly serious out- 
look towards football dur- 
practice and most 
er times, they do get the 
job done on Saturday af- 
ternoons. 
Barnard has even estab- 
lished a secret fraternity 
among the team's offen- 
sive linemen. Called the 
JFS club (Just Forget 
About Sacks); it is a fra- 
ternal   organization   de- 
team's morale; though its 
methods must remain a 
secret. 
For the moment though. 
Duncan is just concerned 
with maintaining the mod- 
Cafes said the photograph 
of the squad should have 
been taken on the golf 
course hill - on one of their 
more-than-frequent runs 
up-and-down   BG's   only 
"They're a fun group to 
coach,'' Duncan said. 'I'm 
just worried that with ail 
these interviews and stuff, 
they might start thinking 
they are good." 
wees* 
MANAGEMENT CLUB - APICS MEETING 
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1983 
7:30 p.m. 110 B.A. Building 
DENNIS ARIENS FROM GENERAL MOTORS WILL 
BE SPEAKING ABOUT THEIR NEW COMPUTER SYSTEM' 
AND ITS EFFECTS ON GENERAL MOTORS DEPARTMENTS. 
ASM MEMBERS ALSO INVITED 
YOUR BSN IS WORTH AN 
OFFICER'S COMMISSION 
IN THE ARMY. 
Your BSN means you're a professional. In the Army, it also 
means you're an officer. You start as a full-fledged member of our 
medical team. Write: Army Nurse Opportunities, 
P.O. Box 7713, Burbank, CA 9151C. 
ARMYNURSE CORPS. 
BEALLYOUCANBE. 
THE ALPHA  GAMS  AND THEIR  DATES  ARE 
READY TO 
THE  ALPHA  GAMS AND THEIR  DATES  ARE 
READY TO 
GA^NAA DELTA FALL O^,., jgc^DELTA FALL °* £> 
^ NOVEMBER 11, 1983  *% 
NOVEMBER 11, 1983 
McCLURE & COMPANY! 
ONE MORE 
TIME AT 
HOME 
MAKE BG 
THE PLACE 
TO BE ON 
NOV. 19 
GET OUT OF THE 
DORM AND SEE 
THE FALCONS 
FINISH KENT 
ALL 
EDUCATION 
MAJORS 
PLANNING TO STUDENT TEACH 
FALL SEMESTER, 1984 
OR 
SPRING SEMESTER, 1985 
You are required to attend 
a sign-up and information meeting: 
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1983 
ALUMNI ROOM, UNIVERSITY UNION 
MEETINGS AT: 8:30, 9:30, 10:30, 
11:30 a.m. 1:30, 2:30, 3:30, 4:30 p.m. 
ATTEND ONE MEETING ' ' ATTEND ONE MEETING 
WHEN YOUR NAME 
IS MONTAGU, 
YOU HAVE TO 
TRY HARDER. 
PAGLIAI'S Montagu - a delicious Italian 
sausage sub named after the Earl of 
Sandwich, no less. It tries to be the best i| 
BG-and we think Montagu succeeds! 
Try one today! 
PAGLIAI'S 
EAST 
440 E. Court 
,   352-1596 
SOUTH 
945 S. Main 
352-7571 
6 bg news/novamber 11, 1963 
classifieds 
nase ••  so- p*. m. IIX e**a*s*a   SOLD Tvsl 80- m p» ma 
26 lo 30 amoss par In* 
CAaausrCirr mm lesrvje In non-proa put* servos ecSveee — M mm 
OHCI bmna raguar isess aaraaaa. 
naanfcafcxalliafloaai2o»yaoalomWJB*aaonal4.00p.in Fnnayal4.00p.a> ata 
lll>l tor tia IUNOK asson. 
faiiairltorsaera I   iHlm If SO — amaa, i M IMMmtf HW. 
►BV aim* OAaam 
HnralMAaMMWII 
THaaX TWMKIII 
Kill 
Everyone a* MCH MM* (2-57801 
■a 13»l and M l*> 10 ran* • Happy 
BOsyi 
From Von- seacrssvloua UWs 
CAMPUtWCITY EVENTS thy* 
Leal Oj. M 
11 
I asWiMe oeaar (cet- 
aeer Oka, Low 
keael 1S4-U47 
ATTENTION ALL OOLDEN KEY 
MEMBERS: THERE WILL BE A 
MEETWG MONDAY. NOVEMBER 14 
AT 7 30 PH. M 113 BA BLHLD 
MO  
ATTENTION 
AS* IMS) MEETING. 
Weonsadey, Nor i« 
7^0 »M asOesOtY 400 
FASMON STREET 
AaWUAl FALL FASHION SHOW 
PRESENTED IY FkU 
WEDNEiOAY, NOV. 18. 1»SI 
fcOO P.M. M THE NE COaarONS 
■CaBMIQI. FREE 
LOBT: •« REWARD 
Dkvnryid * ooW necklec*. greet ser* 
menssl value. LuaaXwni. Train. 
NOV 3. Passes oa Dersae M 354 
3146. 
ALL SWEATPANTS 
N.M HOODS—(12.SS 
LAKE — Brown 
AIM* PHI'S - OCT PSYCHED 
FOR TOSeaMT - LETS CELE- 
BRATE   THE    DEFEAT   OF   ISSUE 
OWE. - THE oars  
A NWHT AT THE OPERAI 
Noiawbif 9.10. and 11. 
Ticket* SB SO. 84.00, and $2 SO 
 Buy now. 2 lor 11  
Feth CebuH Hay Tain. 
Congrats on Ihe |ob Aao. Sanaa for 
everything • you reefy are a apacMJ 
kfcctaeij SanaylMkl Dam) 
Bring Ms ad In t gal 
1 fraa order potato skins 
»/craddar ohaaaa 
IK 1450 E Wooeter St 
No strtnge-e>j)*es 11/10/83 
O REQUIRED 
LOST: One 
LI 
or J7J-2S01 
seaM. K leans' eteeee oa* U4-2211 
LOST: OaW brscslel. graal  aarrtl- 
asssaat ssasa. Loa< Tue*., Hev   I. 
Unas el MI-JIM 
Sam: Baal teraat eur party Friday, 
teaeasasar 11 area 4,-aHtoo p.m. M 
UpeeaaL  Brtap yaar 10 and your 
HmrhriBinWiiin.  
We are corrangl Forming a raw A 
ursque katerrety • BO « iraareoled. 
cad 2 1063 or 2-1054  
FISH - Thank* lor taking ma back. 
Lore you always! 
Low. FFI 
Fraa poatar a/purchase 
RIDES 
Crub-APrCS MTO 
Mon   Nov   14.  7 30pm.  110 BA. 
Oenras A/lane Irom GM .1 M speak 
••0 about the* raw computer systam 
4 It* enacts on GM's Oepts 
ASM rrarnpors ssso jrnstedl 
resrrSnoer to al AMA Members The 
Nov IS*! mambatatai) Is cenceeed 
and .e be laacnaOukn lor Nov 
24X Please make note ot the 
change  
SCECMEETMO 
SUN..  NOV    13.   7 00.   112  BA 
QUEST   SPEAKER:   RUTH   JOHN- 
SON ALL WELCOME  
SEND A THANKSGIVING MESSAGE 
TO YOUR FAVORITE TURKEY' TUR- 
KEY-GRAM SALE SPONSORED BY 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA MON AND 
TUES..NOV. 14 AND 15 « UNIVER- 
SITY HALL MESSAGES DELIVERED 
MON., NOV 21 ONLY 25' EACH 
OR 5 FOR S1 
The B.Q.S.U. Lea Society la epon- 
eortng H'a snnual Laa School Rep 
Week starling Nov. 14. The to»ow- 
Ing schools srill be at the Unharslty 
Union, 2nd floor Faculty Lounge 
Irom 1:S0 10 4:00 Hon.. No.. 14 - 
Ohio State Univ.. Notre Dame Univ., 
Unrv. el Clnclnnall. Toes., Nov. IS - 
UMv. ot Akren, Univ. ol Dayton. 
Wed., Nov. IS - Unrv ol Toledo, 
Ohio Northern. Csse Western Re- 
serve. Cleieland State. Pleas* con- 
tact in* Doporttive.il ol Legal 
Stuosse ai 372-2376 or atop by 253 
B.A to sign up for appolntmants. 
Information from each school can 
be picked up at the Union on Mas 
doalpnated time end day.  
MFC 
Tuaaday. Nov   15 
8:30 p.m. 
Taft Room. Union 
RSK NEEDED TO, NORTH CARO- 
UNA AREA FOR TUHOAY NOV. 
22. RETureasaJ SUNOAV. NOV. 17. 
WeU HELP WITH EXPENSES. CALL 
OEOROE STUSOI.  
tede needed to Oreo State November 
11 WB pay gaj S. Aao raad ride to 
Toronto, or anywhere in rra gonerel 
vtorary tor Trar**grving (Detroit 
even) Cat Peggy 354-1883 
Raw needed to Ojnracbcut for 
ThateagMna break WB help w/gas 
S   Cat 352 2118 
LOST AND FOUND 
Found: One bulging booger beg. Has 
the MHs Q E S on outade Found 
n reslroom in U Hal on fret Boor 
Loeer aeerra to be that kmda guy • 
Can reclaim mere anytime Lett in 
saide commode next lo KY Jeey 
Ride to Deamore, Wash 
area (or anywhere In mat vicinity ) tor 
Trar**gMng Cal Ertn 364-4303 or 
Hove miasaus ot Psych Oapt 372- 
2301 
SERVICES OFFERED 
FOOTS TYPWG   Eiicitsnl  quelty. 
60- per page to9-257» alter torn 
TYPING 
Dssaalaeua. theea etc 
352-0835 or 372 2281. 
Expert Typmg 
ReascnaOH Rates 
Cal 352-7305 aflat 5.30pm 
RuMe's Sewing end Alterations 
Letters and irakjnisa on lackets end 
awesters    Al  garmenbt   muat   be 
deen 352-7288  
Word Processing for research pa- 
pers, resume*, theea. rssaerttbora. 
etc CM PWP - 352-2838 
PERSONALS 
Murray Pererve-Panal 
Nov  17 at 8 p.m Kobacker Hal 
rcket* SB and (7 aduts 
S7 and S5 stuoenbvsenior Otttera 
Cal 372-0171 
Thanks so much for m* ice cream on 
Tuaaday rsghtl It was such s wonder- 
ful eurprasll Love, me Saters ol 
AtoraMDeBs         
Big Taco Happy 22nd b-day. tme 
one' It • greet to have Atohs XI and 
Abha Del aaaar*. but a reel aster Bee 
you tops them al. See ya tonight* 
Love. Uttte Teco 
CARLA E   - Good BKk taking sdvan- 
age ot your "new love". You sure 
know how to use people tncajoYig 
your Mends. I test sorry tor Kevin 
Checkout our 
Guys and Oats Seta Recks 
up to 70% on 
Jeans N' Things 
 531 Radge  
CliisralMlsUlill to Jka Repp on 
yewr recent pksnlng to Maura Buck- 
ay 
Pat Ajpta aiBShas ol S.A.E 
OiiipilaliBiat to drag "Bear" 
Hat)art Brother of the Week. The 
SIUBIIII of Ljeabds CM Alpha. 
CON0«ATuiJlTrONB HANK AND- 
ZEKE FOR BR»IOa1IO HOME THE 
nUTfMarrr aVTajUjTJRAL AND 
ALL-CAMPUS INTRAMURAL 
OOLF   CHAasPtOatStaPS   -   THE 
PELTS  
CONGRATULATIONS MU-MU'S 
FOR WTtaaNQ THE FRATERNITY 
INTRAMURAL TENNIS 
—  THE   TURKS 
TOUGH. DOUBLE -TROU- 
BLE ON THE TENNIS COURT - THE 
BELT* 
DELTA StOMA PI 
JOYCE 0. I'M REALLY LOOKING 
FORWARD TO A GREAT WEEK- 
END. REMEMBER TO WEAR YOUR 
WHITE UteDERWEAR. YOU HAVE 
BEEN A OREAT LITTLE! THANKS 
FORTHECCC. 
LOVE YA - OUANE 
DON. THANX FOR THE GREAT 
TME AT THE HYATT REOENCr IN 
KY. STBtQ AND THE BOYS WERE 
GREAT AMD BO ARE YOU! BACK 
STAGE PASSES WERE THE ULTI- 
MATE. LOVE, LIZ. MAR-Z. AND 
FAT 
and Fun at St 
Nov. 13 8 30- Tom'a Koffee I 
11:30 
Large SsNeBon 
Falcon House 140 E. Wooatst 
From: KD Pledge Caas 
TO: Our   Three Salers" 
Trscey and Lisa. Greet opening night! 
Greet pb on the sets Petty dear  - 
Break A Leg-  
GAMMA PHI'S. 
LOVE, LABOR, laaMBaaW AND 
LOYALTY IS MORE THAN JUST * 
CREED - IN SISTERHOOD ITS A 
SPECIAL FEELING WE ALL NEED. 
TODAY'S THE DAY TO SNOW 
TOUR PfttDE. HAPPY 4BTH BIRTH- 
DAY BETA GAMMA! AMD HAPPY 
NATIONAL    FOUNDERB    DAY 
GAMBIA PHI BETA  
HEY ALPHA QAsaSIII 
HEY ALPHA OAMSII! 
THINK TWBSKIII 
 itaNK TWaaXIII  
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY JIM 
TREEGER! EIGHTEEN YEARS AGO 
THE BOVVUNG GREEN ATHLETIC 
■^KIMOTIONS DIRECTOR BECAME 
THE 2nd CHEEOMUNQA KING (DIS- 
GUISED AS A PARROT NO LESSII 
WHO WU. BE THE NaNETEENTH 
CHEE-0 KsNG CRCVffeED NOVEM- 
BER 121h77  
Happy Birthday Chee Crnungell 
On   Saturday.   Nov    12.   the   Chi 
Omega CheeOrnunga date party WB 
be 19 years old I We're got me okteel 
end  BEST  sorority data  party on 
campus' Gat ready  
HAPPY IS BBTHDAY JSU TESNOW 
Hey Atohs Crss- 
See you Set. mommg at B 
Reedy lo reppef 1 feesh' fine 
Don't be soared, fa tun 
Because me AXO's are F1 
AXLove-WANKY 
HEY ALPHA GAM 
THItaXTWBat- 
QET PSYCHED 
FOR DATE PARTY! 
JELLO 
Hey Atoas Pal Senaxal Are you 
reedy? North South East or Weet- 
The senior snaek attl be the beetl 
Do you know aaare your pledge* 
are taking you? Oat Peychedll 
Hey Bunrry. looking forward to to- 
night Drownsaa, booze S 'bows • 
good stuff Maynard! Cant waft to took 
lor the nnrJll si ta hay slack ■ T 
HEY CAJWONA. 
WAHOO" ANOTHER WEEKEND TO 
Q6THER. f THERE B ANYTHsNG I 
CAN 00 TO MAKE YOU COMFY 
PLEASE! PLEASE! PLEASEI TELL 
ME. EXPRESS TICKETS INCLUDED 
LOVE. JOEL 
Hey Qsntrta Phfs, Congrats to Jenny 
Dans tor scare of the weak. We love 
you Jenny, oh yes as do! 
E.O.O.P. 
HEY GAMMA PHIS 
GET READY FOR ANOTHER P.P.P. 
— I CANT WAIT TO SEE YOU FOXY 
MAMA'S    M    YOUR    SWIMMING 
SUTT8.    8Ur*TMV...8:0OPM...CUIB 
POOL. BE THERE  
NOsJOAVMN-'-MTV 
HAPPY HOUR 
ALL DAY ALL NIGHT 
 AUTHETS4EI  
JU AND RACHEAL, 
To star super XO Bess. W. tied no 
keee It aoe you - He He. Year super 
XOLRstee. 
 Leas re, KsBy sad Dears 
Jusl a renvnoer. your EXTERN EXPE- 
tssTJeCE appso*tk»a are due si )uet 4 
days  (Mar.   IS)    Don't   new   your 
chancel  
J.P.-FROM HOGROASTS TO 
ACCT. HEADACHES TO BLUES 
BROTHERS. THANKS FOR BEING A 
QREAT FTBEND SOON WE'LL BE 
DELTA SKJ BROTHERS! ARE YOU 
READY FOR THE M 0AY7 AFA 
LOVE, ELROY.  
KAPPA PLEDGES AND ACTIVES! 
ARE YOU READY FOR THE ROAD 
TraP   TO   OSU    HEADQUARTERS. 
HERE WE COMEIII  
UBh: T GIF I Are you ready tor a 
good time?' I em1 
kaM AT BGSUI WERE YOU LUCKY 
ENOUGH TO BE ASKED TO OUR KE 
BTARDUBTER "LAY IN THE 
HAY-DATE   PARTY   ON   FRIDAY, 
ttO^tBasasillTHT  
Mete Smith - Happy 21al B-day  Try 
not to cessbrala too much 
SAE Lore, Your ur Sa Pledge Slept. 
POWfMU 
CsndlallgM Vigil Tonlghl 
7: J0-83O in front ol Ureon 
Support our Men! 
 Bring them home! 
POWIMIA 
Sign   the   petitions   today  In   the 
IMon Foyer. Bring them Home. 
We are coming' Forming a new a 
unique fraternity si BG If interested 
cat 2-1053 or 2-1054 
RACOUETBALL CLUB DUES S8 
DEADUNENOV. 11 SEND CHECKS 
TO BILL MCCARTHY RM 824 OF 
FENHAUER WEST CHECKS PAYA- 
BLE BGSU RACOUETBALL CLUB 
NOSE JOSEPH: Trunk you for being 
•round. I'm really glad that you're 
sty Uttte sis A I hope to make 
ptedtng a great Brno tor you. Lore, 
Sandy B and Donna R . 
I wtah you both, hoppinesa and love 
lor your 21slB'Day9 I hope they an 
very specks! for you, as much ss your 
tnendship is to me. Thank you lor 
being the best friends and roommates 
*i me world! Gel excited for Sell! It's 
our first!! I love you both Happy 
B'day   Love, Marty 
Tarnrny 
LAURA HAMILTON 
HAPPY 2tST BIRTHDAY" LOOK 
OUT FOR A WILD WEEKEND AND 
HAVE A QREAT DAY ON MONDAVI 
LOVE, STACY. LEE ANN, AND USA 
Ltajh. 
I  totowad  the  Bating  so  dagentfy 
through the house end on and on It 
went. 
Everyone eae was done and watting 
snd had a good laugh at my expense 
• doesn't matter and you know what 
you eomoameo have to say 
Al I know a) I'm gtad you're my beg. 
Love, Me 
PS. Beware of Big Bats of yam. they 
have   ways Ot   showing   up   In   the 
oaansat paces'  
UL'MBSY- 
QET PSYCHED FOR A QREAT 
W3HT.THS TB4E DONT FORGET 
YOUR CONTACT CASE! 
 LOVE. YOUR BtG BECKY 
LITTLE ANDREA. 
I'M SO GLAD YOU'RE MY LITTLE" 
rM  REALLY LOOKING FORWARD 
TO  ALL   THE   0000   TIMES   TO 
COME - GET READY TO PARTY 
FTgDAYNWHTI 
LOVE, YOUR BIG ANNE 
Over SI.000,000 dollars 
In scholarship money goes 
finewarded each year. Why be leff 
out? Send StO for application 
Scholarship Research 
SOS Jefferson 
Toledo. OH 43604 
JAMES KOENN 
Bnf*(J   tferel   aeO   H*) eVM) Qtf 
1 free 
GIANT TOST ADA 
LK-1460 E. Woostor St 
No sstnga-Expkss 11/18/83 
10 required 
SHOW YOUR PARENTS YOU CARE 
Buy them a BQSU MOM 5 BGSU DAD 
Sweetahlrl Only $12 sa or 2 lor 
$22. On sale today (10-4) in me BA 
putting. Make your parents proud 
Big Ep's-Ws can't wan lo hove an 
exchange tea with me Sig Eps and 
CN Ot from u T I What a super Ides 
tor s super party' Love. The Chi-O's 
SIGMA NU DAN K. 
DATE PARTY IS IN SIGH r 
YOU'RE NUMBER WAS DIALED 
AND THIS GAMMER IS WILD 
GET PSYCHED FOR TONIGHT 
PARTY McQUIRE 
Sigma Nu's, 
Tha week new by so fast and Friday 
Is hare at last There's no better wsy 
to start me weekend oil lor the Phi 
Mu's. See you tonight" Lore, the 
Salers ol Phi Mu  
Students, Ohio baaed tend men- 
ufscturer is seeking part time safes 
prornutlun menegers. No experi- 
ence necessary Apply to NEW 
CONCEPTS- P.O. Box 409 Anna, 
Ohio 46302.  
THE DELT HOCKEY TEAM KICKS — 
- —. KEEP UP THE TRADITION 
AND WIN THAT CHAMPIONSHIP - 
THE DELTS 
M50E. Wooiter 
Lunch 
SUNDAY 11 a.m.-8 p.m. 
352-0564 
Dinner 
3 pc. Chickpn/<lressing. pototo & solad bor 3.W 
8 OZ. Boneless Kib Steak. potato, salad bar 4.94 
Grilled Ham Steak, potato slaw 3.69 
with salad bar 1.29 
Turkey & Dressing, potato slaw 3.29 
with salad bor.., 3.89 
Baked Steak with mushroom gravy, potato, 3law 2.99 
with salad bar 3.69 
Sm. Ham Steak 
Vegetable;. slaw 2.69 
Pork Tenderloin Sandwich 
cup of soup 2.99 
CotUUje Cheese. Fresh Vegetables 
ond fruit 2.59 
BsrBQRibSnsrk 
4 Fries 3.49 
Spighrtti 
<t SiUd Bsr 2.69 
Ecc Salad on a Croissant & Cup 
of Cream or Broccoli Soup...  2.69 
WEDNESDAY 
Homemade Meat Loaf. 
Whipped Pototo t Veg. . 2.89 
Chicken Salad. Homemade Veg. 
Bread. Cup Cream Broccoli. 2.99 
Grilled Liver 8t Onions. 
Whipped Pototo. slaw .2.99 
MONDAY 
. (MM- "•• sfl lets! sereksts. U—; 
Hot Turkey Sand. 
Pototo aS. Bar 3.69 
Grilled Ham Steak. Seosoned 
nee, vegetoble 3 (,(J 
Grilled Liver & Onions. 
pototo * solad Bar 3.69 
TUESDAY * 
ALL U CAN EAT 
Spaghetti or Chow Mein 
over Rice 
Solad Bar 2.99each 
 WLUNISUAV 
11-9 p.m. ALL U CAN EAT 
Perch. Fries* Slaw 2.99 
with Salod Bar 3.69' 
Meat Loaf. Whipped Potato. 
Solad Bar .- 3.69 
V* Chicken. Whipped Potato 
Slow 2.79 
ELECTION NOTICE 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON 
GENERAL FEE ALLOCATIONS 
Vote on Wednesday, November 16, in the 
Union Foyer, the Business Administration 
Building or University Hall to elect four 
(4) undergraduate students and one (1) 
graduate student as at-large members of 
ACGFA. All registered undergraduate and 
graduate students are eligible to vote. 
Bring your BGSU I.D. and validation card. 
j Election conducted by the Undergraduate 
Student Government, the Graduate 
I Student Senate and Student Affairs. 
VOTE ACGFA 
TO CAROL SCHWELLER 
I COULDN'T BE HAPPIER WITH ANY 
OTHER UTTLEI GOOD LUCK WITH 
■OUR PLtDGING' LOVE YOUR PHI 
PSI BIG. CARRE. PS   AUNTIE Fl 
SENDS HER BEST.  
TONY AND ROD TONY AND ROD 
OFT PSYCHED GET PSYCHED 
FOR TONtOHT FOR TOtetOHT 
ALPHA QAMS ALPHA CLAIM 
DEB * AleWtTTE DO > AMMtTTE 
To ear  Da* dates  Dave.  Ores. 
Bobby * Mart, Aren't you abd 
you're one ol the luckey one*? We 
euro ere! Love, your CM 0 dale*. 
CHEE OeellNQA 'S».  
To Ina SAE Gnome Man: Florae and 
Mr. t»*mlllcaaons, 
Hope you're hungry Monday night 
our tanner with your Alpha CtH's wd 
be hoi and Itasan' 
Lasagne Love. Wanda and Ned 
Wrtsers" Writers 'Writers 
Anyone Mereetad In 
ssortee lor Consumer's Voice 
Meosdas, ahouk) eorttaet 
tea* at 17X1211 tladsat 
Consumer UnlonOare lo J*r«l 
STUDENT TRAVEL REP NEEDED to 
promote our annual Spring Break tnpa 
to Florida. FREE TRIP TO FLORsOA 
peje comniasMjn Ptaaas cad or write 
COASTAL TOURS. INC P.O. BOX 
BB - OAK FOREST. K_ 604S2 - 
(312)535-3212.  
FOR SALE 
Writers'Writers'Writer* 
Anyone Interested In 
Investigating sad artttag 
stortee tor Consumer's Voice 
Magailni. ehould contact 
Mae at 172-02M, Student 
Consumer Unton-Oero to Corel 
Festlvsl Sense 
Murray Persrss-Partst 
Nov  17 at 9 P M Kobacker Hal 
 Cal 372-0171  
Hypnotic Tapee For Improving 
Memory / Concentration I Perton 
manco I Aveseole. S5M777. 
Pace! depoarfory tor Flying Tigers. 
Puroaior a United Pvcal Service 
Soars Catalog Merchant 14B N 
Main. 352 2511  FREE PARKING IN 
REAR  
GET PERSONAL 
Order s caks tor thai turkey In your 
We. BO Celts snd Balloon DeHvery 
352-0823.  
S.3.2.1 HAPPY NEW YEARI 
THE KAPPAS CANT WAIT TO 
(XXJNTDOWN WITH THE KAPPA 
SKIS THIS FRIDAYII' GET READY 
FOR A W«J) NEW YORK NEW 
YEAR'S EVE BASH' LOVE, THE 
KAPPAS 
Rosa 10 apd btcyess, excel cond.. 
1150 00 Megravo 13' portable. B 
t W TV work* was. $25 00 New 
portable. B t W TV, used once 
$75 00 Cal after 7pm. 35* 2881 
'73 Audi, aun tool many new parts 
352-8880  
For Rant: Dec 15 thru Aug 20. 
1BB4 2 badrm lownhoue* apt. on 
S Summit $235 plus atse 8 gee- 
/monlh Cal 352 8787 after 6 pm 
'18 Ford stusssno, Eicedent condi- 
tion, many aaa ports. $2700. neoo- 
Msbte. Cad Tom. 2<M».  
CAasERA-llmai Nlkkormat FT2 
camera wtth 50mm Nkkkor lens. 
$288.80 Bras. Cad Farttok at 2-2801. 
FOR RENT 
WANTED 
tOOS wool material; oM clothes. 
skirts, shirts, blankets etc. for rug 
making   WB buy CHEAP    Cal Barb 
823-3033 (local) after 5pm  
F. RrMe. lo nil 2 bdrm. apt. 
Good Location. 
 iM-im.  
Two F. Roommelee needed Sp Sam 
$ 100/ea mo. dean apt stuctua atmo- 
sphere Cal 354-3010  
Need f. rrras. lor apt Spring Semes- 
for Ooee to cempus.csl 354-2151 
One male roommate needed lor 
Spring Semester Wi «ve with two 
others In super nice apt next door to 
campus Cal 352-2734, 352 9302 
M. Rmts. needed lo IB house screes 
from Kohl (Winter earn) Cad Keen 
352-6183  
MALE RMTE . FOR SP. SEM . 
$100/MONTH PLUS VERY LOW 
UTIL ACROSS OFFEN TOWERS 
3721743 OR 352 8938. ASK FOR 
JEFF 
HELP WANTED 
Franchae Setae Pros - High weekly 
earranQS in Ira wind energy business 
Send resume to Mr. Yeeow. P O. Bo* 
478. Carnegie. Pa. 15108 
1 bdrm fum apt aopoant often 
towers. Avad Dec 20. $200,mo a 
low uB 354-1753 or 352-3406 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 2BORM APT 
E REED FOR SPR SEM CALL 
BETH, 354-1184 OR CHERI, 352- 
0B8B.  
Furrsehed room for female, with 
cooking prrvledge* 353-1014 Helen 
Schumacher.  
RENT FREE TILL JAN I F RMTE 
NEEDED FOR SPRING SEMESTER 
NICE FURNISHED APT $100 00 
PER  MO    PLUS  ELECTRIC  352- 
8271.  
Fum Apt Vary eteeo to campus, are 
wNT pay January rent tor you. Avail 
Dec 28. 852-788Q. 
Need 4th lemele lo Id 2 bdrm apt 
352-7385  
uvequs ch*TrnsTB. 2 bedroom fur- 
rwjhed  sMc  apertmenl   m   Isstorlc 
house 352-8880  
Apartment aveaabie 
CalafterSpm 
 352-8215  
1 bdrm uraHjrnlahed apt. Free heat - 
comes In handy on those cold winter 
nights Free sewer snd wster tool 
Cal Newtove Mgml ■ 352 5620 
THE PERFECT APARTMENT!! Very 
dose lo campus. Iree heat, fum , one 
bdrm apt to sublet Spr Sam Perfect 
tor t Or 2 rmmtes or mailed couple 
Cal 354-2850 or 352-5820 and ask 
about 228 S ccoeoo, Apt 0 
ThursBT Aptt has two opts avssabte 
tor 2nd semester Efficiency, luey 
carpeted, catnevakm  451 Thursbn. 
Cal 352-5435  
NEW APARTMENT FOR RENT 
1 bdrm , spacious King & kitchen 
Perfect for 1 Indepenosnt person 
or 2 to share cost. 
Cal 352-0805 after 2 p m 
Itouaea $ apta. dose to campus lor 
84 85 school year   1-2673341 
FORESTRY . . . 
You're Needed 
All Over the 
World. 
Ask Peace Corps Foresters why thev travel half way 
around the world to Africa, Asia and Latin America . . . 
Ask other volunteers why they work with the local people 
to help them with forest management, erosion control, 
and watershed preservation . . . why they learn and speak 
their neighbors' language and adapt to a new culture. 
Ask them why Peace Corps is the toughest job you'll 
ever love. 
GRADUATING this WINTER or SPRING? 
Apply NOW for 1984 openings.  All 
majors  considered.     Interviews 
Nov.   14  and   15.     Contact   the 
Placement  Center.     For more  info 
call toll free 1-800-521-8686. 
PEACE CORPS 
ACROSS                 50 Wave: So.               25 Eyas 
1 Buffet item              00 Suthertand'e forte 26 Subsequent: 
6 Airport with ahort   61 one's throat        Prefix 
runways                  62 Average                  27 To (exact) 
10 Salt Lake City        63 Order from           28 Sal out elsewhere 
team                          onhtgh                29 Open 
14 Shearer                   64 rrorrre of a biblical 30 Meadows 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
15 Not vary                     welch                   31" not what 
interesting-               86 AWe: Abbr.                   your country..." 
16 Part of a                66 Token                  33 Sandarac tree 
cathedral                 87 Conneryand          35 Actor seen In 
17 Flelda                            others                          "The Wariona" 
18 Inter                                               36 Bathe 
19 Word with hand                                      37 Just gate by 
or lance                                                              (wtth "out") 
i ) i 4 
' 
| 
' 
» i • 
it 
: 
M 
17 
,4 H 
n 
20 Start of "Cynsba-                                          39 father scarf 
Una" snrvi                     DAWN                   40 Brer Rabbit's 
i u 
23 Auger                         1 Hindu nuree                 rafuge 
24 Cartoonaof             2 Hall                      45 amis 
Tammany days         3 Wharf                     46 daCalala 
25 Convention figure    4 Mkteeat land               (Strait of Dover) 
2g King of Norway        5 Buarneea record    47 Relative of the 
32 Certain rocket          6 Jump                        python 
33Theblrda                 7 tonveree             48 Eksmentaof 
52 
is 
41 4! u 
38 StartofaTenny-       9 One of Jacob's      49 Alan and Robert    1 
........                         ^.u—                         sn i >ii ni                                             asm , evil innsin                              anas                              in* »-•• ■*• 
41 Observed                 10 Lacking tang              candidates 
42 Sweapa                 11 "Tha harp that      52 Mla-hlt off tha tee 
4^Putatoopln               once through        53 Silkworm 
a rope                        halte..."        54 Ananias 
44 "(Jet »              12 Mrs. Lloyd              55 Csatrnan article 
46 Men of the cloth          oftennla               56 Mother of Helen 
47 Yawning                   13 Searches lor               of Troy 
50 Everybody's uncle 21 Broadcast            57 Symbol of 
51 Raf raki of a            22 Container of a           strength 
Si 
Si U i I li eJ ■ H " Poepoam                   kind: Abbr.           56 Tltlee. hi Portugal 
GO 
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Dayton Ballet promises 
to leave you stage struck 
Dayton Beset, on* of America's top regional ballet companies, will present Its lull- 
length work "Stage Struck, the Fable of Ballet." at 7:30 p.m. Sunday (Nov. 20) In 
Kobacker Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center. The performance is free and open to the 
pubic 
Created by Stuart Sebastian, director and choreographer for the company, "Stage 
Struck" is a heartwarming tribute to all ballet dancers who yearn for fame and 
perfection. 
The show opens as a young dancer steps Into the spotlight and hears the strains of 
Tchaikovsky's "Swan Lake." Typical of any stage struck youngster, she dreams of 
dancing the White Swan, Odette, in the famous Russian ballet 
The first act features the discipline of ballet class, strenuous rehearsals, and a 
Romeo and Juliet setting with brightly colored costumes 
The second act, In the style of a 19th century story ballet, introduces the tale of 
Shakespeare's popular romantic comedy, "A Midsummer Night's Dream."The climax 
of the ballet arrives at the moment when the young dancer replaces the prima ballerina 
on stage and the toe shoes and dreams are passed on to a new generation of stage 
struck youth. 
Green Sheet is published by the Bowling Green State University Office of Public 
Relations for students, faculty and staff. It is produced in cooperation with The BG 
New*. 
The next Issue of Green Sheet will be published Dec. 2 and will cover events 
occurring between Dec. ' and the end of the semester. The deadline to submit 
Information for that Issu. In noon Wednesday, Nov. 30. 
All events must be submitted In writing to the Green Sheet editor, 806 
Administration Building. In the event of space limitations, those events submitted 
at the earliest date will be given preference. There Is no charge to have an Item 
listed. 
Junior Steve Cotter Is feature editor; senior Radell Roberts Is serving as 
calendar editor. 
Festival Series presents: 
The poet of the keyboard1 
Internationally acclaimed pianist Murray 
Perahia. who critics have clubbed the "poet 
of the keyboard," will appear in concert at 
8 p.m. Thursday (Nov. 17) In Kobacker 
Had, Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Tickets for the performance, which is 
the second concert in this year's Festival 
Series, are $7 and $5 for University 
students and senior citizens, and $9 and 
$7 for others. They may be purchased 
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. weekdays at the 
box office in the Moore Musical Arts Center 
or reserved by calling the 24-hour ticket 
hotline at (419) 372-0171. 
Tickets for remaining concerts in the 
Festival Series, Including Perahia's 
performance, an appearance by the New 
World String quartet on Feb. 13 and a 
concert by the Philip Jones Brass 
Ensemble on April 11, are priced at $18 
and $13 for students and $23 and $18 for 
others 
Perahia, who has been called "one of 
the most extravagantly talented musicians 
of our time," wH perform works by 
Beethoven, Chopin, Mendelssohn and 
Schubert. 
From 10-11 a.m. on Friday (Nov. 18) he 
wi also be giving a master class in Bryan 
Recital Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center. 
The class is free and open to the public. 
A graduate of Marines College of Music 
In Manhatten, Perahia made his Carnegie 
Hal debut in 1968. Four years later, at the 
age of 25. he received world-wide 
attention as the first American to win the 
Leeds International Piano Competition in 
London. 
He has since appeared in the major 
music capitals of the United States, 
Europe, Israel, and Japan as wel as 
recorded for CBS Masterworks. 
Faculty art on display 
A wide array of artwork -• ranging from 
paintings and drawings to sculpture, metals 
and fibers  - by University School of Art 
faculty members wH be on display 
beginning Sunday (Nov. 13) In the Fine 
ArtsGatsry. 
The exhibition w> continue through 
Sunday (Dec 4). 
The exhibit and reception are free and 
open to the public. Gallery hours are 8:30 
a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday, and 
2-5 p.m. on Sunday. The gallery wiH be 
closed from Nov. 23-27 during the 
University's Thanksgiving recess. 
FMA plans fall fashion fair 
"Fashion Street" is the theme of the Fashion Merchandising 
Association's annual fa* fashion show to be held at 8 p.m. 
Wednesday (Nov. 16) in the Northeast Commons. The event Is free 
and open to al. 
How to mix and match clothes that you own with new or 
used clothing will be emphasized throughout the show. 
Twenty University students will model the vintage 
and contemporary clothing in front of backdrops 
designed to have a "street scene" appearance. The 
models wil demonstrate how to achieve the "campus 
look" without paying a high price. 
Several students wil be modeling their own fashions with 
the remakider of the clothing being furnished by Lifestyle 
Surplus. 904 E. Wooster; Fashion Bug, 1129 S. Main; 
Winkleman's m Toledo and the New-to-You shop in Perrys- 
burg. 
African Extravaganza 
features films, dances 
"African Extravaganza" is the title for 
two days of programs sponsored by the 
African Peoples Association on Friday and 
Saturday (Nov. 18-19). 
The programming wil begin at 6:30 p.m. 
Friday with the presentation of the film. 
"You've Struck A Rock." in the Northeast 
Commons 
Then on Saturday, the Sandusky dance 
group "S.A.B.O.T." wil present 
"Memories of Yesterday Turn Hopes of 
Today into a Better Tomorrow" at 3:30 
p.m. in the Northeast Commons. Folowing 
the performance, a lecture by Edmund 
Chipamunga. the Zimbabwe Ambassador 
to the United States, will begin at 4:30 
p.m. 
Al of the programs are free and open to 
the public. 
Karate classes forming 
If s a method of self-defense. Ifs an art 
form ITs one of the fastest growing sports 
in this country 
Its karate. And non-credit courses are 
now forming. 
Taught by American Karate System and 
American Karate Association black belts, 
the desses are open to al. Sessions w* be 
held from 6-7:30 p.m. on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays at the St Thomas More 
University Church beginning Tuesday 
(Nov. 15). 
Registrations are now being accepted at 
the Office of Continuing Education, 300 
McFal Center. There is a $20 registration 
fee. The class also doubles as a club for 
competition purposes. 
Fridw 
I aavt p.m. - Lew School Reprlienlativsi 
Weak 
Schoduang ol MMdua appointments wan am 
echool nn MIIIII tor Nov. 14-18 conOn- 
ua. Sponsored by tie Law Society. Open to at 
2S3I 
t aja.-6 pja. - rOWMU 
Suppon peetons tor Prisoners of War and 
sokasrs  Mtoakig In  Acton  wl  be avaOsble. 
Sponwrad  by  Angel  Fight  and  Arnold  Air 
Society Union Foyer 
S UM pJH- - UAO Skiing Trip 
RegkWatton bMJn. 8-18 ttotng trip to 
Otoemboet Spring., Colorado, wfl be held untt 
«»tralofFat Semeetor.Fee ol $270 Inckidee 
IrantporMton, eccomodatlons. md Itt ticket. 
Open to af UAO Office, third floor, Union 
I aJ»--5 p.m. - wtomsltonel toon. Day 
Signup lor paradpaaon In various sports sctlv- 
atae in las Nov. 19 •wit. Sponeored by the 
World Student Association   Open to aJ.  17 
t40a.ai.-840 p.™. - UAO Cancan 
Tickets I stefili tor tha Oac. 4 performance by 
comedton Stove Landaaburg and comedun- 
Mnger Chart. Wiener. AJ aaata reserved tor 
$5 Tickets snearili at tha Union Ticket Booth, 
tha Source (522 E. Wooatar), and Flndera 
Ftocorda and Tapaa (128 N. Main). 
10 aav1t40 p.m. - ato.amarn Workahop 
Ed may, expressive play tharapiat and adviaor 
to tie National Commutes, Arta tor tha Hand- 
icapped, wfl conduct thla expartmental session 
Sponsored by tha art therapy and art education 
pruujaiia), and tha School of Speech, and tha 
theatre department. Free and open to at. Alumni 
Room. Union. 
1:10-4 p.m. - Mmtaunt Workahop 
See 10 a.m. Friday, Nov. 11 Hating. 
7:30*30 p.m. - POW/MIA CendteUght Vigil 
Mr. and Mra. Jack Latter, Lima Area Prisoners ot 
Wer/Mtoalng In Action chair and VFW rapreeen- 
tattve w« speak, fotowed by a short memorial 
service at Oak Qrova Camatary. Sponsored by 
Angel Fight and Arnold Air Society Open to al. 
si front ol Union 
a pja.— Unkrerslty Tlaaatja Production 
•Thraa Seaem" wl be presented. Tickets are 
S2 tor students. $4 for al others  Mam Audtto- 
rtum, university Hel 
8:30, 10:15 pja.- UAO Campus Fan 
"48 Hours ' wl be shown $1 50wtthBGSUID 
210 Math Science 
IHM) Ciatnai Faa» 
"Lady Stnga tha Hues" wet be shown  $1 50 
with BQSU 10 210 Math Science 
Saturday 
tt 
8:45 aja. - UAO Trip to OU vs. MMI Oame 
Departure Una to tootbes game at Ohio Univer- 
sity (Athens)   Fee of $7 indudee ticket and 
atrejponaaan. Open to isgajtotacl participants. 
Meat at Union Oval. 
10 a.m.- tUC Hun For Lite 
fttHeuJaaaSun tor thai i-mee fun run and SK 
race. 8ponaorad by the student rac dub. Faa ot 
11 for tun run, S3 tor 6K race, or $3.50 tor 
both. Open to at. Intramural Field. 
lu.- UAO ft Canter Trip 
Departure erne tor Ota shopping Dip to Detroit, 
Mtch. Al places are Mad. Open to ragtatarad 
uarflrjpenta. Leave tram Union Oval. 
11 am.-SBC Run lor Ute 
One-mas fun run preceding 11:30 a.m. 5K race. 
Sponsored by the Student Rac Cantor and the 
Rac Club. Faa ot $1 for fun runonty, or $3.50 
tor both. Open to rsgjetered partctpante. Intra- 
mural Field 
11 am-1 pja. - CaMo tor tha Hanaleappad 
Sponsored by tha School ol HPER Open to at 
students assigned to the ctnic. 201 Hayes. 
11:30 aja.-t*IC Run For LHe 
n»eklometor race. Verioue prizes awarded, 
including free Club Pool uee tor the houelng unit 
wNh moat parUpanta. Sponsored by the Stu- 
dent Rac Cantor end tha Rac Ck* Fee of $3 for 
rasa only, or $3.50 including 11 a.m. fun run. 
Open to ragjstorad partlclpanta Intramural Field 
1:Mpjn-Football 
BOSU at Ohto Unrveralty (Athene). 
7:30 pja, - Hockey 
BOSU vs. Unrveralty ol ■noavChlcago   tea 
• P-M. — UMVUaTlny ThOtPiTV) PlVOUClKMI 
Sea 8 p.m. Friday, Nov. 11 Ming 
• p.m. - Concert 
The University Wind Ensemble and Concert 
Band wet perform, with clarinet soloist Edward 
Marks, professor m the college ot Musical Arta. 
Free and open to al. Kobecker Hal, Moore 
Musical Arta Cantor. 
• p.m. - Concert 
Tha Fat Wind Ensemble and Ccncert Band wH 
perform. Free and open to al. Kobecker Hal, 
Moore Musical Arts Center 
$40 fun. - UAO Campua Film 
Sea 8:30 p.m. Friday. Nov. 11 Hating 
ions p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
Saa 8:30 p.m. Friday, Nov. 11 Hating 
eldnlattl - UAO Campus Film 
Saa midnight Friday. Nov. 11 asBng 
Sunday 
B 
1:15 p.m. - Bridge Ketch 
Partners should check m before tha 1:30 p.m. 
match begins   Sponsored by Campua Bridge 
Club. Entrance fee $1.25 par player Open to 
at. Ohto Suite. Union 
2-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
Various artwork by tha School of Art faculty wl 
be on dtoptay Sundays, and Mondays through 
Friday 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m. untl Dae. 4. (Closed 
during Theretaglving break.) Free and open to al. 
Fine Arts Gelery. 
3 p-m. - Concert 
Tha University Men's and Women's Choruses 
wl perform Free and open to al. Kobecker Hal, 
Moore Musical Arts Center 
3:30-5:30 p.m. - Public Skating 
Students $1.25 with BOSU ID. Skate rental 50 
cents Ice Arena. 
7  p.m.  - Student  Council for Exceptional 
Children 
Meeting. Open to al. 112 Buemeea Admlnlatra- 
aon. 
7-0 pja. - Public Skating 
Saa 3:30 p.m. Sunday, Nov. 13 Hating. 
Mkkught - Women's Thanksgiving Potluck 
Deedsne for making reservations for this Nov. 20 
dkner In Sytvsnls Turkey, ham, coffee, and lea 
wl be provided Donations $1. Cal 531-2711 
after 5:30p.m. 
Monday 
H 
• SJH.-S pja. - UAO On) nt Workshop 
RecjkMreeon begin, for thle Dec 10 workahop 
uetimajtamig wheat weaving, cross etttching, 
and ornament acutoturing. Regjetratlon fee of $6 
includes materials lo complete three ornaments. 
Open to at. UAO Office, third floor, Union. 
■   SJ».-«   pja.   -   UAO   Liqueur   Making 
RauaWaton bogtoe tor thla Nov. 30 workahop 
Incturlng demonatration, sempang, and recipe 
book. Reuletetluii faa $5 Open to al who are 
21 or older UAO Office, third floor, Union 
10 4JA.-0 pja. - Laaar Art Sato 
Sponsored by the Amoid Air Society and Angel 
Fight. Forum, Student Services 
10ajiL-0 pja.-Turkey Orama 
Thanakgjtvlng missagii wl be sold tor deevary 
on Monday, Nov. 21. Sponsored by Alpha Phi 
Omega Meeeegas 25 canto each or five for $1. 
First floor, Unrveralty Hal 
In memory of Karen Sakwood, who was kfead on 
thla day m 1074 due to her Involvement m action 
soar* nuclear energy. Sponsored by the Ant- 
MHariam Teak Force Open to el Union Ova). 
1:30-4 p.m. - Law School Rspnnnlsttvsi 
Waak 
nspismital.il from the Unrveralty of Cmdn- 
raal. the Unrveralty of Notre Demo, and Ohio 
State Unrveralty wl be available to discuss their 
lew schools Sponsored by tha Law Society 
Open to al. Faculty Lounge, second floor, 
Union. 
3:30 pjn. - Phitoeophy Lecture 
Or. Mertorts Crane, protestor emeritus of phaoe- 
ophy at the University of Caafomla, wl rJecuss 
-Daacartoa and the School.'' Sponsored by tha 
phaoeophy doper knout. Free and open to at. 
Aaaembty Room. McFal 
7:30 pJH. - etonegsmsrrt Club! APtCS 
Mneng. Dannie Ariena. supeilntondent of pro- 
ducaon and material control st General Motors In 
Mansfield, wl dtocuaa QM's new computer 
syatam and Us effects on various departments at 
tie our portion. Open to Management Club, 
APtCS, and Attoctomn of Syttems Manege 
a. 110 Oustniii AieiflMfatun. 
7:30 pja. - Carmen Film Series 
"Fat Iran Paradise," a comedy about a smell 
town actor's attempt at fame, wB be shown. 
Free and open to al. Qtoh Fan Theater, Harms 
I p.m. - Hunger Awareness Waak Event 
Tom Gormen, John Husbands, and other stu- 
denta wl perform Sponsored by the Social 
Jueece Committee. Free and open to at. Fire- 
side Lounge, St. Thomas More Pariah, 425 
Thuratm. 
Tuesday 
15 
1:30-11:30 a.m. - Hearing Impaired 
Program advice offered Open to 
majors. 424 Education 
10 aja-JJ pja. - Laaar Art Sate 
Saa 10 a.m. Monday. Nov. 14 Ming. 
10ajn.-6p.m.-Turkey-Orams 
Saa 10 am. Monday. Nov. 14 Ming. 
11 a-m. - MBA AeaocuMton 
Meeting John Waiter need of New York City, 
president of Equity flsusrch Association, wl 
dtocuaa "Junior Growth Stocks'' Open to al. 
Town Room, Union. 
Noon - Coffee Break Series 
Dr. Mary Edmonds, vice president of student 
affaire, wl dtocuaa the ramiflcalloiia of state 
ieeuee 2 and 3. Sponsored by tha Commuter 
Off-Campus Organization  Free and open to at. 
Main Lounge, Commuter Canter, basement of 
Mossley. 
1-8 p.m. - Hearing Impaired Program 
ProQTaVTi  aKjMcc  ottaW#d.  Opon  to  ©oHjcation 
majors 385 Education. 
1:304  p.m. - Law School  Representatives 
Waak 
Repreeenteatvea from tha University of Akron 
and tie Unrveralty of Dayton wl be avaJtoDte to 
dtocuaa their lew schools Sponsored by tha Law 
Society. Open to at. Faculty Lounge, second 
floor. Union. 
2-4:30 pjn. - k*erne«lonel Coffee Hours 
Informal gathering.  Sponsored  by tha World 
Student Association. Free and open to at. 
kiterneOonel Lounge, 17 Wtaama. 
4 pja. - Mramural WeHeybe II 
Entries due tor al teams. First games scheduled 
for Nov. 18-20. Open to al. Intramural Office, 
108 Student Rec Center 
I pja. - atotogy Lecture 
JudHh Gurm Broneon, M.8., and managing editor 
of tha Infectious Disease Update Sanaa, wl 
discuss Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome 
(AIDS). Free and open to al. 
8-740 pja. - Karate CMnlc 
TNa five week series, taught by Bob and Mary 
Am Ntohotoon. wl dtocuaa the American Karate 
Si atom's benefits, dtodptna and rocroaBon, 
along with varioua basic karate moves. Spon- 
sored by the Office of Corifinulng Education. 
Open to reglstored participants Gymnasium. St. 
Thomas Mora Pariah, 425 Thurstki. 
BOSU   vs.   University   of  Dayton.   Andereon 
Arena. 
7 p-m. - Women Against Vtolanci Agomel 
Meeting. Open to at. Falcon's Nest. Union, 
7 PJB. - FeaswaiMp Service 
Sponeored by Active Chrtalani Today Open to 
at. Alumni Room. Union 
Meeting  Open to al. Piano Lounge, McOonaVJ 
7:30 pja. - Ha unger Awereness Week Event 
WlaOal   COftlaOfl   lo BftaiknMl,     ■ Hdu) 
— a- ^ - - -    aafc ■ ■ al   aaW^   ^J10WJV4   J^JI   ^ - J*I— —A* — — — ■    ■ ■ eaa aeaa 
•nOW  IMJajaJl  HsV  •flVCl   OT ITRJTTJTBBWOOBBI  COfpOf*- 
tona of the third worid. wl be shown. Spon 
sored by ihe Sodel Justice Committee Free end 
open to at. 302 Henna. 
7:30*30 pja. - ftasrgaTing 
Open to al. (if weather permits.) Sponeored by 
the physics and astronomy departments Roof of 
Ufa Sciences. 
8 pJR. - Student National Education Associa- 
tion 
Meting. D. Warn Speer. associate professor 
In the Coatga of Education, wl dtocuaa "Com- 
puters m tie Schools." Open to al. 112 Ufa 
8 pja. - Steel Itt I For Animals 
Ms tang. Open to at. 107 Hanna 
0*80 pja. — Applied Imcrobloiogy Seminar 
Judah Gurm Broneon, M.S.. wl dtocuaa "Street 
Managamant for Protoaatonalt.'' Free and open 
toil. 
0-10 pjn. - Skjrong kietructton 
Weekly unions. Sponeored by the Unrveralty 
Skating Club Fee of $2 per session, or one-Urns 
$10 membership fee Open lo students, facutty, 
and atoff. tot Arena. 
I 
9 p.m. - Unrveralty Selling Club 
Meeting  Open to al. 222 Math/Science 
Wednesday 
NWMHMT16 
840 am. - Student Teaching 
First of eight hourly sign-up and Informational 
mattings. Students planning to toach either fal 
Minister 1984 or spring semester 1985 mutt 
attend one eeeelon. Open to education majors. 
Alumni Room, Union 
education      0-10:30 aja. - Co nlcatlon Disorder Lec- 
Dr Samuel Poton from Western Washington 
Unrveralty wB diecuss fat research In 
"lleletionehlpe of Bram ActMty and Locataabon 
to Speech and Reeding Activities." Free and 
open to al. McFal Cantor, Aaaembty Room. 
0:30-11:30 t.m. - Hearing Impaired Program 
Program advice  offered.  Open  to  education 
majors. 424 Education. 
10 am.-s pjB. - laaar Art Sale 
Saa 10 am. Monday. Nov. 14 Ming. 
11 tjn.-12:30 p.m. - Communication Diaor- 
dars Lecture 
Dr. Samuel Poton from Western Washington 
Unrveralty wl discuss "Some Etoctrophyaiologi- 
ca) Support for Ptnnotoglcal Dletlnctlve Fee- 
lurea." Free and open to el Aaaembty Room. 
McFal Cantor. 
iiai*V# pjn. «■ taWcyootototjiy S#m4nou> 
JudHh Gunn Broneon. M.S.. wl discuss "Mono- 
clonal AnUbodlea-What they are and what can 
you do with thanrT' Free and open to at. 112 
Life Sciences. 
140-4 pja. - Law School Reprssenlalhsi 
Waak 
nepteienletnta from Case Western Reserve. 
Cleveland State. Ohio Northern University, and 
tha Unrveralty of Toledo wl be available to 
dtocuet their law schools Sponeored by the Law 
Society Open to el. Faculty Lounge, second 
floor. Union. 
3:30 p.m. - atotogy Seminar 
Dr. T.M. Ru*i of the University of Michigan wl 
dtocuaa "Acquired Immune Deficiency In Droa- 
phflt." Free and open to al. Sponsored by the 
department of otologies) ectoncoe. 
440 PJ*. - Student Teaching 
LJaM of •*QM hourly si«jn-up and (ntatTnaattonutl 
—- — - **— — —      Ok ssfaaaaa tai    ■■■ ^^i— —   Ojai    8at s^atto    ^^aak^»   BaaBl nivvvrpyri. jjiLpaBwiii' peaVifaing 10 lUMcn ■nnvf IBBI 
aamattor 1984 or spring semester 1985 must 
attend one session. Open to education majors 
Alumni Room. Union 
8 pja. - Plant Tour 
rJeedwieloregleterlorNov 18 lour of Tatodyne 
CAE In Toledo Transportation provided. Spon 
aorad by the Society of Manufacturing Engi- 
neers. Free and open to mambara. S.M.E. 
buMh board m tha Technology Bufktng 
$40 pja. - Weaken gtori Intemahipe 
Informaaonal meeting about thla educetlonel/ca- 
reer program.  Sponeored  by tha Cantor  of 
EducsBonel Opttona. Open to al. 105 Hayaa. 
7-0 p.m. - UAO SpotMgtit Enlertalnment 
The Unrveralty Goapel Choir wl perform Admie- 
tton $1. Grand Baaroom, Union 
meettone. Inc. 7:30 p-m. - Women In Co 
Meeting Lynn SmHh of the Weaneea Center wl 
apaak on stress management Open to al 
cornrnunicattone mejora. Town Room, Union. 
7:30 pm. - Worship Ml ling 
Sponeored by the Fesowshlp of Chrtetien Stu- 
dents Open to at. Prout Chapel. 
7:30*30 pja. - Stargazing 
Open to al. (V weather permits.) Sponaorad by 
Ihe physics snd eskooomy departments Roof of 
Life Sciences 
8 PJB. - unrvererty Theetre Production 
Sea 8 p.m. Friday, Nov. 11 Hating. 
8 pja. - Hangar Awareness Waak Eaaat 
Ths Mm "Into tha Mouths of Babes" wB be 
shown Sponsored by the Social Jostles Com- 
mittee Free and open to at. 302 Hanna 
8 pja. - Faehton Show 
Vintage snd contemporary clothing wl be mod- 
eled. Sponaorad by tha Fashion Merchandising 
Aatockiaon. Free and open to el.  Northeast 
Commone. 
8 pm. - Concert 
Tha Unrveralty Faculty String Trio wl perform. 
Free and open to at. Kobecker Hal, Moore 
Musical Arts Cantor 
8 pm. - Environmental Interest Group 
Milling Open to tt. 108 Hayaa. 
$-10 pja. - Patoac SkaUng 
See 3:30 p.m. Sunday. Nov. 13 Htttog. 
Thursday 
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10 a.m.-4 p.m. - Later Art Sale 
3ee 10 a.m. Monday. Nov. 14 toting. 
11 «.in.-2 p.m. - "Something For Everyone" 
Chances wH be sold lot a grand prize of « $20 
Macy's certificate, Drat prize of a $10 Kroger's 
certificate, and vahoue other prizes. Sponsored 
by Students For Animate Tickets 60 cents. 
Unton Foyer. 
Moon - Women's ■roam Bag Lunch 
Discussion and support group. Sponsored by 
Women's Studies. Open to el  415 Union. 
M:M p.m. - mtornettonal Coffee Hours 
Informal gathering.  Sponsored  by ths  World 
Student  Association.   Free  and  open to  al 
mtornaeonal Lounge. 17 WHams. 
3-4 p.m. - MW Think Tank 
A braiislormlnfl sstslon for Improving the Stu- 
dent Bee Center wl be nek). Free and open to 
at.  Hoctoy Conference  Room,  Student Rec 
Center. 
5:30 p.m. - krlsmtttonal Rstottons Aeeocle- ■M 
Meeting Open to el. 200 Mosotoy. 
t p.m. - Hunger Awareness Week Event 
A soup supper wl be served on tat day of 
lasting Mutumbo Mpanya. a native of Zaire, wl 
present "An African's Perspective on Work) 
Hunger" Sponsored by the Social Justice 
Committee Free and open to si Anttoch Room. 
St. Thomas More Parish, 426 Thurstm. 
•-7:10 p-m. - Karate CHnte 
Thai five-week series, taught by Bob and Mary 
Anns Mchoknn, wl otocuss the American 
Karate System't benefits, discipline, and recre- 
ation, along with various basic karate moves. 
Sponsored by Ihe Office of Continuing Educa- 
tion Open to registered participants. Gymna- 
sium, St. Thomas Mora Parish, 426 Thurstm. 
1:10 p.m. - Undergraduate Alumni Associa- 
tion 
Mating. Open to al undergraduates. MtoU 
Alumni Cantor. 
0:10-7:30 p.m. - Amnesty International 
Mssahg. "Prismiota of Conscience," a flm 
e>pWning the work ol Amnesty International, w* 
be shown. Soup snd beverages provided. Spon- 
sored by the local Amnesty mtematlonel chap- 
ter Free and open to si. Antloch Dining Room, 
St Thomas More Pariah, 426 ThuratJn. 
7:»0 p.m. - Bible Study 
Sponsored by BQSU Otto Studies Open to al 
212 McFal 
7:10 p-m. - Christian FeMowehip 
A dncueelon entWsd "Ant You a Chnstonr' wl 
be held. Sponsored by the Campus Crusade for 
Christ Open to al. Faculty Lounge, Union 
7:104:10 pjn. - Stargazing 
Open to al. [It weather permits.) Sponsored by 
Ihe physics and astronomy departments. Roof of 
Ufa Sciences. 
I pat. - FeeHvel Series Concert 
ParaM Murray Porahla wl perform works by 
Chopin, Beethoven, Mendelssohn, and Schu- 
bert Ticket prices vary with location. Kobacker 
Hal. Moon Musical Are) Center 
3pjn.-UAOClaim Fan! 
"Ths Angel and the Bedman" wH be shown. 
Free and open to al. QWl Fan Theater, Harms. 
I pjn. •» IMiVaWwty TnoMVs Pfoovollon 
See 8 p.m. Friday, Nov. 11 Wring. 
• p -m. - UAO Hayrtde and Bonflre 
Cost f 2. Open to al. Leave from Union Oval. 
£•#40 p.m. - Novlgatnrs 
A meeting for this tnterrJenornlnatlorial Christian 
ouantiatlon wfi be held. Free and open to al. 
t12LMe Science 
IK pjn. - "SeiueHty and Christianity Dto- 
Spontored by United Christian Fellowship UCF 
Center, 313 Thurson 
• pjn. - German Club 
Meeting, with "Stamrmtech" (social gathering) to 
totow. Open to si. Pageels East. 440 E. Court 
0:10-11:30 p.m. - Hearing Impairment Pro- 
gram 
Program advice offered.  Open to education 
majors 424 Education. 
Friday 
NaMaakaV tV 
1:46 a-m. - Plant Tour 
A Tatodyns CAE representative wO guide thla 
tow of «w Toledo plant and discuss jet engine 
manutacturmg Sponeored by the Society of 
Manufacturing Engineers. Free snd open to 
registered paraCtpsnts. First floor lounge. Tech- 
nology. 
10 a.m. - University Board of Trustees 
Meeting.  Open  to al.  WBQU-TV 57  studio, 
Troop Street 
10-11 t.m. - Piano Master Class 
Pianist Murray Perahla w* instruct thla session. 
Free and open to el. Bryan Recital Hal, Moore 
Muaical Arts Center. 
4 pjn. - Intramural Wslleyb.ll 
First leg of weekend tournament. Open to al 
registered payers Racquetbel courts, Student 
Rec Center. 
5 p.m. - UAO Cabaret 
Oeedtoe for arjpecaoona for dkector of tha Fab. 
1-3 variety talent show Open to al UAO Office, 
third floor, Union. 
6:15 p.m. - WtC FHnees at Five 
Co-ed aerobic exerctoe program. Free and open 
to al. Activity Cantor. Student Rec Center. 
I p-m. - Fantasy and Wargaming Society 
Meeting folowed by gaming station. Free and 
open to al. Honors Center, basement of 
Kretocher. 
1:30 p.m. - Alric I A*a I Wee* 
"You've Struck a Rockl" A Am about the 
oppression of South African women, wl be 
shown. Sponeored by the African Peoples 
«eeoclaeon. Free and open to al. Northeast 
Commons. 
0:30 pjn. - Sabbeth Santos 
Sponeored by Jewish Students Group Open to 
al. Faculty Lounge. Union 
7 p.m. - Volleyball 
BQSU  vs.   Kent  State  University.   Anderson 
Arena. 
7 pjn. - Bible Study 
Sponeored by "Unity." a non-denominational 
mlnletry. 104 Business Administration. 
7:10 p.m. - Hockey 
BGSU at New Hampshire Colege (Manchester). 
730 pjn. - UAO Campus Film 
"Body Heat" wi be shown. $1.50 with BGSU 
ID   210 Math Science 
7.-30 pjn. - African Awareness Week Event 
A dance troupe from the International Inetrtute of 
Toledo w* perform. Sponsored by the African 
Peoples  Association    Free and open to al. 
Northeast Commons. 
I p.m. - Graduate Student Recital 
Various graduate students wOJ perform works by 
DPaaquato. Mussorgsky, and Arias from "Sam- 
son at Dean." Free and open to al. Bryan Recital 
Hal, Moore Muaical Arts Cantor. 
• pjn. - University Theatre Production 
See 8 p.m. Friday, Nov. 11 listing. 
0-10 p.m.-Pubtto Skating 
See 3:30 p.m. Sunday. Nov. 13 toting. 
1:45 pjn. -UAO Camput Film 
See 7:30 p.m. Friday, Nov. 18 Dating. 
MtodShl - UAO Campat Flaw 
See 7:30 p.m. Friday, Nov. 18 
Saturday 
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10 aavNoon - toternattonal Sports Day Event 
Various sports, inducing baeketbal, voDeybal 
and Dxloor soccer, w* be played. Sponeored by 
Ihe World Student Association Open -to al 
registered partJdpsnta Student Rec Cantor. 
Noon - International Sports Dey Event 
Pool party wlfh food provided Sponeored by ths 
World Student Association Free and open to M 
Club Pool. Student Rec Cantor. 
1:30 p-m.-Football 
BQSU vs. Kent Stole University  Doyl L Perry 
Ftokl. 
330 pjn. - African Awaranttt weak Event 
A Ssndueky tree black organization theater wM 
perform recttartone and songs In "Memories of 
Yeatoryday Turn Hopes of the Preterit Into a 
Better Tomorrow. Sponsored by the African 
Peoptot Association Free and open to al. 
Northeast Commone. 
i Week Event 4 :S0 pjn. - African Awe 
Edmund Crapamaunga. ambassador of the Re- 
pubec of Zimbabwe, wl discuss "Ths rtonttoton 
Political Issue and the Struggle for Human Equal 
Rights m Southern Africa." Sponsored by the 
African Peoples Attoclfon. Free and open to 
4:10 p.m. - Voneybell 
BQSU vs. Ohio Unrveralty. Anderson Arena. 
7 pjn. eSonlght - "Fun Night 1" 
Mualc. food, refreshments, entertainment, and 
garnet wl be Isetirtrl. Sponeored by the 
Commuter Off-Campus Organization Admission 
50 canto. Open to al Commuter Cantor, base- 
ment of Moastoy. 
7:30 p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
Sae 7:30 p.m. Friday, Nov. 18 toting. 
I pjn. - Saaketbell 
BGSU vs. York University m an exhibition game 
Anderson Arena. 
I p.m. - Concert 
The Lto Muni Garneton Ensemble, directed by 
JaFran Jones, chair of music composition and 
history, wH perform. Free and open to al. Bryan 
Recital Hal, Moors Musical Arts Cantor. 
I pjn. - Unhwarty Theatre Production 
See 8 p.m. Friday, Nov. 11 toting. 
0-10 pjn. - PubUc Skating 
See 3:30 p.m. Sunday, Nov  13 toting. 
1:45 pjn. - UAO Camput FUm 
Sea 7:30 p.m. Friday. Nov. 18 toting. 
Waul ant - UAO Camput Ran 
See 7:30 p.m. Friday. Nov. 18 Dating. 
1:15 pjn. - I iring In I Program 
Sunday 
1:45. ISM t-m. - Worship Service. 
Chans Community. Prout Chapel. 
10:10 a-m. - Worship Service 
Sponeored  by Active Chrittians Today.  210 
Math Science 
11 t.m. - Bagel Brunch 
Thomas Klein, professor In the English depart- 
ment,   w*   discuss   "The   American   Jewish 
Novel."  Sponsored by  the  Jewish Students 
Group. Free and open lo al. Taft Room, Union. 
2-6 pjn. - Art Exhibit 
Leat day for painting display by Isaac Moore 
Taylor, prominent 19th century Bowing Green 
resident. Free and open to al. Gallery, McFal 
Cantor. 
2-4 p.m. - Educational Memorabilia Center 
Various historical articles wi be on display. Free 
and open to al. UNe Red Schodhoute, west ol 
commons. 
3 pjn. — Concert 
The  Unrveralty  Marching  Band  wl  perform. 
Admission $1 students, $2 others. Anderson 
Arena. 
3 pjn. - Faculty Raettal 
Baritone Andreas Pouhnenoe and soprano Vir- 
ginia Starr, both associate professors In the 
Colege of Musical Aria, wl perform selections 
by Schubert. WoM. and Mahler, among othera. 
Free and open to al. Bryan Recital Hal, Moore 
Muaical Arts Center 
3:30-5:10 pjn. - Public Skating 
Sae 3:30 p.m. Sunday, Nov. 13 Dating. 
7-0 pjn. - Public Skating 
Sea 3:30 p.m. Sunday, Nov. 13 toting. 
730 pjn. - Arttot Sanaa Pertormence 
The Dayton Batot wl perform. Free and open to 
al. Kobacker Hal. Moore Muaical Ada Cantor. 
I pjn. - Concert 
Ths Percussion Ensemble wl pertrom Free and 
open to al. Bryan Recital Hal, Moore Muaical 
Arts Cantor. 
HO p-m. - Social Justice Committee 
Ma sing.  Open  to al.  Fireside  Lounge,  St. 
Thomas Mora Pariah, 425 Thurstn. 
Monday 
21 
0 aJH.-4 pjn. - Dinner Raffle 
Chancee wl be sold for s dinner for two at 
Kaufman's. Sponsored by Women In Commu- 
rtcaoone. Tickets 25 cento each. Union Foyer 
■od Aral floor. 
(pjn. - Ana latotoi lam Task Faros 
Msslng. Open to si. 28 Shatzel. 
1:10 p.m. - Commuter Ceri r Beading Sarto 
Creative writing students Kim Rector and Mary 
Koaar wl read from their original poetry Spon- 
sored by the creative writing program and the 
Commuter Center. Free and open to al. Lounge, 
Commuter Center, basement ol Mosetoy. 
7:30 pjn. - Oermen Film Series 
"The Dropouts." s Mm about three youths who 
steal a truck and escape from reality, wl be 
shown. Glsh Flm Theater, Henna 
Tuesday 
la.m.-Hoon- 
See 8 am. Monday, Nov. 21 toting. 
330-11:30 a.m. - Hearing Impaired Program 
Program advice  offered.  Open to education 
majors. 424 Education. 
Program advice  offered   Open to education 
majors. 365 Education. 
2-4JO pjn. - Intametionel Coffee Hours 
Informal  gathering.  Sponsored by the World 
Student  Aeeodaoon.   Free and open  to al. 
International Lounge, 1 7 WriDems 
4 pjn. - Intramural J-Pleyer Volleyball 
Entries out for si payers First game scheduled 
tor Nov.  28.  Open to al. Intramural Office, 
Student Rec Center 
7:30 pjn. - Woman For Woman 
Community   night.   Entertainment   and   rafre- 
ahamnta provided.  Open  to al   International 
Lounge. W*toms. 
Friday 
730 pjn, 
BGSU va. Miami Unrveralty. Ice Arena 
Saturday 
26 
1:30 p.m. - 8a to sills! 
BGSU vs. Flndtoy Colege  Anderson Arena 
7:30 p.m. - Hockey 
BGSU va. Miami Unrveralty. Ice Arena 
Monday 
Nw.*.k«r28 
I a.m.-5 pjn. - UAO Video Game Tournament 
RegMrsaon lor this Dec. 1 competition. Partici- 
pants' scores wl be totaled for 10 minute play 
on Qubert, Defender. Centipede, Kangaroo, or 
Star Wars. Each $1 entry fee includes tokens lor 
playing one game. Open to all UAO Office, third 
floor, Union 
I   ajn.-S   pjn.   -   UAO   Liqueur    Making 
Workshop 
Regie*aboil daadane for thla Nov. 30 workshop 
Inducing demonatrabon, tamping, and recipe 
book. Regatrabon ,„ $s  op*, ,0 a« who are 
21 or older. UAO Office, third floor. Union 
10 t.m.-5 p.m. - Laser Art Sato 
Sss 10 am. Monday, Nov. 14 toong 
4 pjn.-SRC Se I a Sport 
Platform tennte skaa wl be demonstrated 
Sponeored by the Student Rec Center. Free and 
open to al. Platform Courts, Student Rec Cen- 
5 pjn. - totranwral 3-Ptoyer Volleyball 
First scheduled game. Open to al registered 
payers. Basketbel Courts. Student Rec Cantor. 
730 pjn. - Oermen Film Series 
'Qermany--Pato Mother," a woman's viewpoint 
of Garmany'a dark recent history, wl be shown. 
Free and open to al Qtoh Flm Theater, Henna 
730 pjn. - Racism Discussion 
Tret Is the first of three programs planned to 
cover   aautt   of   ractom   m   toe   women's 
movement. Sponsored by Women For Woman. 
Open to al. Capital Room, Union. 
Tuesday 
ItamSjBBBB* M 
I aavO pjn. - UAO Video Game Tournament 
San 8 am. Monday, Nov. 28 toting 
10 ajn.-6 pjn. - Laser Art Sato 
See 10 am. Monday. Nov. 14 toting. 
2430 pjn. - Intor national Coffee Hours 
Informal gathering   Sponsored by the World 
Student  Association    Free and open  to al. 
mtemaBonal Lounge, 1 7 Watoms. 
4pjn.-SRC Select eSport 
Sea 4 p.m. Monday, Nov. 28 toting 
0-730 pjn. - Karate CII nlc 
Thla five-week series, taught by Bob and Mary 
Arme Ntohcteon. wl otocuss the American 
Karate System's otodpan* and recreation, along 
with venous bee*: karate move*. Sponeored by 
the Office of Continuing Education. Open to 
regatorad parOdpanto. Qymnaaium, St. Thomas 
More Pariah, 425 Thurstm 
7 pjn. - Women Against Vloience-Againet- 
Women Teak Force 
Meeting. Open to al. Falcon's Neat. Union. 
0-10 pjn. - Skating toaWuetton 
Weekly sessions  Sponsored by ths University 
Skesng Club. Fee of $2 per session, or one-nme 
StOmemberahlpfee. Open to students, faculty, 
and staff, tee Arena 
S pjn. - Untoarany SaMng Club 
Meeting. Open to al. 222 Math Science 
UAO Presents: 
'Sgt. Dietrich' in concert 
Comedtan Slav* Landeaberg, better 
known as the erudite detective Arthur 
Dietrich on the Emmy-Award-winning 
television series "Barney Miller," wl 
perform at 8 p.m. Sunday (Dec. 4) In the 
Grand BaJroom of the Union. 
Tickets, priced at $5, are now on sale at 
the Union Ticket Office on the first Moor 
Hours for the ticket office are 9:30 a.m. to* 
5 p.m. weekdays. All seats are reserved. 
The opening act will be Cleveland 
musician and comedian Charlie Wiener. A 
frequent and popular performer on the 
Bowling Green campus, Wiener has 
recorded two albums: "Twelve Inches of 
Wiener" and 'Dancin' At The Wlenertand 
Bel." 
Landeaberg, who received three Emmy 
nominations for his portrayal of the zany 
Dietrich during his slx-year-run on "Barney 
Miter," is In the midst of a nationwide 
cotegiate tour which will eventually take 
him to more than 50 colleges and 
universities. 
Landeaberg stepped onto the stage for the first time while doing a show with his 
National Guard unit in New York. 
The positive reinforcement he received from his buddies encouraged him to try 
working in some small dubs In Greenwich Village and at the Improvisation with other 
young comics such as David Brenner and Jimmie Walker. 
He soon joined an improvtsatlonal comedy group called The New York Stickball 
Team and spent a year-and-a-half with them while appearing at such diverse place as 
college campuses, television talk shows and the unemployment line 
After the group broke up, Landesberg continued to perfect his style and in 
December of 1971, he made his first appearance on "The Johnny Carson Show." 
That appearance paved the way for other television guest shots and acting 
assignments. 
In 1974, he landed the role as the Viennese violinist on the Paul Sand Show, 
"Friends and Lovers." Although the show lasted only one season, it was long enough 
to catch the eye of Danny Arnold, the creator of   Barney Miller." 
Since "Barney Miller," he has had a number of television appearances, including the 
hosting of h:s own network special, "The Steve Landesberg Television Show." 
The concert is being sponsored by the University Activities Organization 
Liqueur making workshop 
Homemade liqueurs will be sampled and the technique for making them 
demonstrated from 7 to 9:30 p.m. Wednesday (Nov. 30) In the Alumni Room on the 
third floor of the Union. 
The liqueur making workshop is being sponsored by the Union Activities 
Organization and is open to all who are 21 or over. Registration will begin Nov. 28 in 
tha UAO office on the third floor of the Union. A registration fee of $5 will be due upon 
sign-up. 
Ralph Gilespie, bartender at College Station, 1616 E. Wooster, wi demonstrate 
how to make Kahlua, Amaretto and many other liqueurs that can be used during the 
holiday season. 
Steamboat for Christmas 
A week of snow and skiing In Steamboat. Colo, Is being offered to students Jan. 9- 
18 by the Union Activities Organization. 
The trip, co-sponsored by the school of HPER, features five days and six nights m a 
700-acre resort area during what Is normally the time of year known M "colege days " 
Accomodations, furnished by Echo Travel, include round trip transportation by 
motor coach. The buses wl leave tha campus on Monday (Jan. 9) and return on 
Monday (Jan. 18). 
Reservations for all travelers wi be made at the Timber Run condominium complex 
located less than five minutes from the ski lifts The units feature an outdoor heated 
pool, outdoor hot tuba, and a recreation bunding with sauna faculties. 
The coat of the entire trip package for any University student is $270. For non- 
students who do not desire transportation, the coat is $ 169 Signups can be made in 
the UAO office In the Union. 
Steamboat la we*, known as the ski area with a cowboy atmosphere. Centered In a 
vast cattle raising district, It boasts more genuine western hospitality than any other 
Colorado resort. 
For the first two weeks of January every year thousands of college students from 
across the nation retreat to this resort to enjoy the skiing and social activities. Located 
at the base of Ml. Werner, the second longest vertical drop in the state, Steamboat 
enjoys some of the bast skiing trails and snow conditions avstable. 
In addition to provtrJng transportation and condominium accomodations, Echo 
Travel wM also be sponsoring a schedule of parties and activities including hot tub 
happy hours and a ski race, free for all travelers. Ski equipment rental at $6.50 per day 
and ski lessons for beginning to advance skiiere wM also be offered. 
Local talent night 
The talents of 10 University students win be featured at 8 p.m. Friday (Nov. 11) In 
the Community Suite of the Union as UAO presents "Local Talent Night." 
The evening of entertainment is open to all with an admission price of $1. 
A wide variety of talent - ranging from song and dance to instrumentalists - will be 
offered. Students performing include Kelly Broadway, David Shaffer, John Lariviere, 
Gloria Porco, Donnel Nobel, Rayme Marcozzi. Cinde Belfiore. Terry Cummings, Keith 
KeHy and Nancy Wilch 
Cabaret director needed 
Applications to be the UAO Cabaret Director are now available in the UAO office 
located on the third floor of the Union. 
Any University student with a background or interest In music and dance may apply 
tor the postJon. The application deadline in 5 p.m. Friday (Nov. 18). 
The cabaret performances are scheduled for Feb. 1 -3 at a time and place yet to be 
announced. The selected director of this variety talent show will be responsible for the 
selection of all music and choreography as well as auditions and casting. 
Christmas crafts fair 
The annual UAO Christmas Crafts Fair will be held from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Nov. 30 
through Dec. 2 In the Promenade Lounge on the second floor of the Union. 
Area merchants as well as individual craftsmen will be on hand with a wide array ol 
seasonal merchandise. Items to be offered include Christmas ornaments, old- 
fashioned candies, wreaths, ceramic figures, pine-cone trees, plants and decorative 
wall-hangings. 
Wednesday       Thursday 
NwiMbef 30 
I a.m.-5 p.m. - UAO Video Own* Tournament 
flaglHrlion for this Dec 1 competition Partici- 
pants' acoras wl be totaled lor 10 minutes of 
pity on Qubsri. Defender. Centipede, Kanga- 
roo, or Star Warn. Each $1 entry fee includes 
tokens lor playing one game. Open to all UAO 
Office, third floor. Union. 
10 a.m.-5 p.m. - UAO CM-anas Crafts Fair 
Free  and open  to  a".  Promenade  Lounge, 
second floor. Union. 
10 e.m.-5 p.m. - Later Art Sale 
See 10 am Monday. Nov  14 Hating. 
3:30 p.m. - Biology Seminar 
Or.  Kenneth  Kanashiro of  the  University of 
Hawaii wi  discuss "Hawaii  --  Showcase  of 
Evotuson.'' Sponsored by the department ot 
biological sciences  Free and open to a). 112 
UfeSdnces 
4 pun. - SRC Select a Upon 
See 4 p.m. Monday. Nov. 28 listing 
7-0:30 p.m. - UAO Liqueur Making Workshop 
Ralph Gilespie. bartender at Cotsge Station, w* 
rJemonttrtte how to make Kahlua, Amaretto, and 
various other Hqueurs Workshop sJao includes 
sampling and recipe book. Registration tea $6. 
Open to al who are 21 or older, and registered 
Alumni Room, Union 
1 p.m. - Basketball 
BGSU vs. Kentucky State University  Anderson 
Arena 
0 p.m. - Faculty Recital 
Mezzo-soprano Barbara Lockard wM perform. 
Fret and open to al. Bryan Recital Hall. Moore 
Muaical Arts Center. 
0-10 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 3:30 p.m. Sunday, Nov. 13 Haling. 
10 a.m.-S p.m. - Later Art Sale 
Sat 10 a.m. Monday. Nov. 14 Hating. 
10 e.m.-S pja. - UAO Christmas Crafts Fair 
Set 10 t.m. Wednesday. Nov. 30 ksting 
11 are.-* p.m. - UAO Video Oame Tourna- 
ment 
Competitors wl play Qubart. Defender. Cane 
pede. Kangaroo, or Star Wars for 10 minutes 
Each entry lee ol $1 indudtt tokens for one 
game Open to a* He* of Games, Union 
2-4:30 p.m. - International Coffee Hours 
Informal gathering. Sponsored  by the World 
Student  Association.  Free and  open  to  al 
mttmatlonal Lounge. 17 WWiarnt 
3-4 p.m. - SBC Think Ttnk 
A brainstormlng session for Improving the Stu- 
dent Rtc Center wi be nek). Free and open to 
at.  Hooley Conference  Room,  Student  Rec 
Center 
4 p.m. - SRC Stttct-t-Sport 
See 4 p.m. Monday. Nov. 28 Hating 
5:30 p.m. - International Relations Aeaocie- 
MeetJng Open to at. 200 Mottity. 
0-7:30 p.m. - Karate Clinic 
Thai five-week series, taught by Bob and Mary 
Anne Nicholson, will discuss, the American 
Karate System's benefits, discipline, and recre- 
ation, along with various basic karate moves 
Sponsored by the Office of Continuing Educa- 
tion. Open to registered participants. Gymna- 
alum, St Thomas More Pariah. 425 Thurstin 
0:30 p.m. - undergraduate Alumni Associa- 
tion 
Meeting Open to at undergraduates Mteti 
Akjmni Center. 
S p.m. -Concert 
The Bowling Green Brass Choirs wl perform 
Free and open to at. Kobacker Hal. Moore 
Musical Arts Center. 
0 p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
The Man Who Knew Too Much" wa" be shown 
Free and open to al Gieh Fan Theater. Hanna. 
M:J0 p.m. - Navigators 
A matting for this laasritiioiriBTtBontl Christian 
organization wl be held. Fret and open to at. 
112 Life Science 
» p.m. - German Ctab 
Meeting, wMh "StammBscrT (social gathering) to 
loeow Open to at. PagaaTs East, 440 E. Court. 
Saturday 
DMM**3 
7:30 tun. - Hockey 
BGSU vs. Ohio State University Ice Arena 
8:30 p.m. - UAO Campus FHm 
See 8:30 p.m. Friday. Dec 2 noting. 
10:15 p.m. - UAO Campus Ran 
Set 8:30 p.m Friday. Dec. 2 listing 
Friday 
PlMUfcW 2 
I - UAO Campus Film 
See 8:30 p.m. Friday, Dec 2 listing 
10 a.m.-S p.m. - Later Art Sale 
See 10 a.m. Monday, Nov. 14 listing. 
10 a.m.-6 p.m. - UAO Christmas Crafts Fair 
Set 10 am. Wednesday. Nov. 30 listing 
0:10 p.m. - MIC FMnets tt Fht 
Co-ed aerobic exercise program. Free and open 
to at. Activity Center. Student Rec Center 
0 p.m. - Fantasy and Wargamfng Society 
Meeting loaowed by gaming Bastion. Fret and 
open   to  at.   Honors  Center,   basement   of 
Krttechsr. 
0-10 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 3:30 p.m. Sunday, Nov. 13 ksting. 
0:30 p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
"Everything You Wanted To Know About Sax 
But Were Afraid To Ask" wl be shown. $1 50 
with BGSU ID Mam Auditorium, University Hal. 
10:10 p.m. - UAO Campus FHm 
Sat 8:30 p.m. Friday, Dec. 2 Haling. 
Midnight - UAO Campus FHm 
Sat 8:30 p.m. Friday, Dec. 2 Hating 
Sunday 
DoMHior 4 
1:18 p.m. - Bridge Match 
Partners should check in  before  1:30 p.m. 
match begins Sponsored by the Campus Bridge 
Club. Entrance toe SI .25 per player. Open to 
at. Otto Suns, Union. 
3 p.m. - Concert 
The A Cappeaa Choir and the Folk Ensemble wa 
perform Free and open to at Kobacker Hat, 
Moore Muaical Arts Center 
0 pja. - UAO Concert 
Comedian Sieve Landeaburg, best known lor his 
role as Sgt Dietrich on "Barney Meter" wl 
perform, along with comedian/singer Charlie 
Wiener. Al sta't reserved Tickets $5. Grand 
Baaroom. Untor.. 
1 p.m. -Concert 
The University Chamber Orchestra wl perform. 
Fret and open to at. Kobacker Hal. Moore 
Muaical Arts Center 
0M p.m. - Social Justice Committee 
Meeting   Open to  at.  Fireside  Lounge.  St. 
Thomas More Parish, 425 Thurstin. 
Art Leisure Entertainment 
The Toledo 
Museum Of Art 
] 
M 
photos/Courtesy ol Toledo Art Museum 
And Other 
Attroctions Are Quick, Low-Oost Get Awoys 
IP 
Welcome to FRIDA Y. 
Scott R. Carpenter 
Editor 
Grand Rapids 
page 3 
An Erie Isle 
page 3 
Toledo Zoo 
page 4 
Welcome to Friday. 
This week, we've gathered ideas on 
places to go within an hour or so of 
the University. All of the places are 
free or inexpensive to enter and all 
contain exhibits or other attractions 
that have proved to be extremely 
popular to area residents. 
The staff of Friday would like to 
extend their thanks to the journa- 
lism404 class for compiling the con- 
tents of this issue. We would also like to 
remind all readers that there are only a 
few Fridays left for which to submit 
original entertainment and leisure 
works for publication. We will also 
except reviews, personality profiles on 
interesting people and humorous es- 
says. 
Enjoy your weekend and, always, have ■ terrific Friday  
Lisa Inman 
Assistant Editor 
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WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF 
THERE WAS NUCLEAR 
WARFIRE? 
WHAT  IS  GOING  ON  WITH 
THE NUCLEAR ARMS RACE? 
HOW WOULD WE BE 
AFFECTED IN N.W. OHIO, THE 
U.S.A., THE WORLD? 
ARE WE A TARGET IN 
NORTHWEST OHIO? 
LISTEN IN AND CALL IN ON SUNDAY NOV. 
13th 6:PM - 10.PM 
FIRST TWO HOURS: WRQN TALKS WITH EXPERTS 
AND AUTHORITIES ON 
NUCLEAR ARMS. 
SECOND TWO HOURS: AUDIENCE CALL-INS TO 
EXPERTS IN STUDIO 
QUESTIONS COMMENTS, & 
REACTIONS. 
LUCAS COUNTY WOOD COUNTY 
#240-1111 #352-5295 
VMM FMEWS N STIKI 
LOCAL TALENT 
NIGHT 
Featuring: 
• KELLY BROADWAY 
DAVID SHAFFERNOCKER 
JOHN LARIVIERE 
GLORIA PORCO 
DONNEL NOBEL 
RAYME MARCOZZI 
CINDI BELFIORE 
TERRY (UMMINGS 
KEITH KELLY 
• NANCY WILCH 
TONIGHT 
COMMUIITY SUITE. UNION 
I1.N 
Professional halrstyllng with 
your kind of lifestyle In 
mind I 
E FIRST EDITION HAIR DESIGN STUDIO 430 E.WODSTEB 
3S4-1477    _.~-...;:.r:;. 
Tourist Town Retains Small Town Character 
by David Moodic 
Situated on the south bank of the 
Maumee River in Northwest Ohio, 
Grand Rapids appears to be like any 
other rural community. The main 
street, lined with its many small shops, 
is practically empty, except for a deliv- 
ery truck parked outside of one of the 
town's two grocery stores. 
In a few hours, however, the scene 
changes and the empty street becomes 
lined with cars, and the shops are Tilled 
with patrons, some of who file off 
busses from Cleveland and Detroit. 
To the outsider, this scene may 
appear odd, but to the residents and 
business people of Grand Rapids, it 
marks another typical day for a town 
that is enjoying a rebirth. 
"We used to drive through and there 
was nothing," recalled Janet Torkel- 
son, one of the town's four antique 
dealers and owner of Antique Alley. 
Janet, who lives down the river in 
Waterville, explained one reason for 
the town's rebirth: "We're putting in 
businesses to complement one another 
and to draw people in." 
"IT WORKS well because the 
townspeople work together," she said 
proudly. 
Kathleen Castanza, owner of Shades 
of Distinction, also expressed her pride 
in the town and its people. "The 
people are phenomenal," she said. "I 
just can't say enough about Grand 
Rapids." 
Shades of Distinction, which special- 
izes in lamp shades that are sculptured 
and hand-fainted by Castanza, is lo- 
cated in a renovated mill. 
The other shops, which give Grand 
Rapids its unique flavor are also in 
buildings that were renovated. 
One shop that has not changed much 
over the years is the Rapids Pharmacy. 
The building was built in 1896 as a 
drug store according to Joe Boyle, the 
store's owner. Joe is starting a museum 
in the back of the store depicting the 
pharmaceutical business as it was al- 
most 100 years ago. Joe started the 
project about four or five months ago 
and is using items which have been 
found inside the store. 
Like other residents and merchants, 
Boyle is quite proud of Grand Rapids. 
One reason he likes the town is because 
of its location. "There are not too 
many places in Northwest Ohio with 
this natural beauty that have been 
developed," he said. 
HIS OTHER reason for liking the 
town is the people, he said. 
"The people are super. Good, solid 
people and not too many phonies." 
Perhaps the most popular establish- 
ment in Grand Rapids is La Roe's 
Restaurant. The restaurant, owned and 
restored by David La Roe, has three 
main sections. A restaurant and tavern 
occupy the ground floor. On the wall 
behind the bar hangs a plaque reading, 
"from wine sudden friendships 
spring.The upstairs section of the bar 
houses banquet facilities and during 
the month of December it is the home 
of Girty's Backstage Dinner Theater. 
The theater, which uses talent from the 
University and area theater groups, 
will present a variety show with a 
Christmas theme this year. 
Grand Rapids' shops are not the 
town's only points of interest. Between 
the town and the river is an old canal 
lock which runs the length of the town 
and down to the Grand Rapids dam 
and Mary Jane Thurstin State Park. A 
wooded hiking trail runs along the 
canal. 
Another point of interest is the 
Bluebird, an excursion steam train 
which runs between Grand Rapids and 
Waterville. The Bluebird runs from 
June I through Oct. 31. 
Across the river from the town is the 
Isaac Ludwig Mill, a working water- 
powered mill and museum. The Shaw- 
nee Princess, an excursion steamboat, 
is also docked on the north bank of the 
Maumee in Providence Metro Park. 
With all there is to see and do, the 20 
minute drive from Bowling Green is 
well worth it year-round. With its 
many shops and points of interest. 
Grand Rapids is a tourist town, true, 
but one that has retained"its small town 
character. 
Lake Erie Isle 
A Different But 
Close Get Away 
Story By 
David Moodie 
Recreation and history have always 
characterized the Great Lakes region 
and Put-In-Bay, on South Bass Island, 
is rich in both. Every summer thou- 
sands of tourists visit the island, which 
is just three miles off the Ohio main- 
laad, and see its many attract ions 
dosniaated by Perry's Victory and 
latrrnatin—1 Peace Memorial. 
Perry's Monument, built between 
1912 and 1914, commemorates Oliver 
Hazard Perry's key naval victory over 
the British in the Battle of Lake Erie 
during the War of 1812 and the lasting 
peace between the United Sates and 
Canada. The 352 feet tall Oreek Doric 
column is the largest structure of its 
type in the world and the tWrd tallest 
monument in the United States. 
Inside the rotunda at the base of the 
moaiiirnt. visitors may read the 
name* of the Americans killed or 
wounded during the battle. A brief 
watt: upstairs takes you to the elevator 
level where a full raster of American 
fleet is engraved in the w ils. 
The elevator then takes you to the 
observation deck at the top of the 
monument where you will enjoy a 
breathtaking view of the surrounding 
islands. On exceptionally clear days, 
you will be able to see the Canadian 
mainland on the horizon. 
A TAPED history of the battle is 
also played for those who want to 
know more about the history of the 
area. 
The National Park Service, which 
maintains the monument, has a small 
information center by the monument 
which houses a scale replica of Perry's 
flagship, the Laurence, and artifacts' 
from the War of 1812. 
The center of Put-In-Bay is only a 
short stroll from Perry's Monument. 
Here you may admire the hundreds of 
boats docked in the bay, rent or launch 
your own boat and enjoy a day of 
fishing or other water sports on the 
lake. 
If you are a land-lubber. Put-In-Bay 
has a lot to offer you. You can enjoy a 
leisurely stroll through the village park, 
under a white framed gazebo, or by a 
bubbling fountain. 
Put-In-Bay has dozens of gift and 
specialty shops, which surround the 
park. Von may browse through the 
many giftshops, which include Bay 
Fudge Emporium, which sells freshly 
baked candies along with gifts. The 
Carriage House and Country House 
takes you back to days of the past. 
Amid the numerous stores and res- 
taurants stands the Park Hotel, a 
quaint reminder of the island's glory 
years as a resort area in the early 1900s. 
FOR THE antique- and sea-loving 
collector Put-In-Bay has the perfect 
shop. The Cargo Net holds numerous 
treasures of the sea including the en- 
gine order telegraph from the Amster- 
dam, valued at $3,200. 
You can view the shipping history of 
the Erie islands at the Blacksmith shop 
and Put-In-Bay Museum, located on 
the southwest side of the village. The 
shop features gifts and the history of 
act only South Bass but also Mille and 
Worth Bass Islands. 
After your visit to the village, there 
are numerous sites to take in on the 
western side of the island.   ."• 
Just down the road from the village 
is Perry's Cave and across the road 
from it is the Hememaa Winery and 
Crystal Cave. 
Discovery of Perry's Cave'is credited 
to Comtnodor Perry. According to 
legend, he used the cave to store 
supplies and later to keep British pris- 
oners. The cave also has an under- 
ground well which rises and falls with 
the lake's level. 
CRYSTAL CAVE was discovered in 
the late 1800s while a well was being 
drilled  for the winery. The cave is 
actually the world's largest geod, a 
hollow rock with a crystal lining, and 
measures approximately 30 feet in. 
diameter. It is the only cave of its type; 
on the island. 
Heincman winery is the only operat- 
ing winery left on the island. Between 
Memorial Day and Labor Day com- 
bined tours of Crystal Cave and the 
winery are available. Afterwards you 
can sample Heineman's. wines and 
cheeses in the wine garden. 
Between the caves and the state park 
on the western tip of the island is a 
replica of a viking long house. Here 
you can view various examples of 
metal work, watch Scottish Highland 
cattle with their long, bright red hair or 
sample island made maple synsp. 
To get to Put-In-Bay, take one of the 
two ferry awes that service k. Parker 
Boat Line operates out of Port Clinton 
and takes you on a mini-craiae around 
the the western tip of the island and 
drops you off in the village. Miller 
Boat Line runs off Catawba Point and 
docks on the southwest side of he 
island, where a bus or taxi will run you 
into town. 
No matter what your interests are. 
South Bass Island and Put-In-Bay have 
something to offer you in one day or a 
vacation get-away. 
ky MickcUcMulorko 
Croaking black ravens, racing sea 
lions and black bear cubs live in a 
special place among the expanding 
metropolitan city of Toledo. These and 
other animals bring smiles to the faces 
of visitors of the Toledo Zoo. 
Walking through a tunnel under 
Broadway street, a passage leading 
from the zoo's parking lot to the zoo, 
an escape from reality begins. If only 
for a few hours, one can forget about 
school, politics or social problems and 
watch the carefree animals. 
A black raven greets visitors as they 
enter the zoo and seems a bit unf- 
riendly. He croaks a warning, as 
though auditioning for a Vincent Price 
movie, rather than welcoming guests. 
The sound of swans and ducks 
gracefully swimming in their pool can 
be heard, as well as children giggling 
and cameras clicking as visitors walk 
toward the polar bears. 
The American black bears, next to 
their polar bear friends, pace as if they 
are expectant fathers. While the two 
are busy walking, a seven-month-old 
cub runs around-, totally oblivious to 
his companions. He seems to be show- 
ing off for his audience. 
WHILE THE cub is new to the area, 
his neighbor is an old-timer. The fe- 
male European brown bear has raised 
11 litters in the past 16 years. Such 
brown bears are often seen in circuses. 
Just past the bear exhibit, a crowd of 
people looks down at something. At 
the same time one can smell the unde- 
niable aroma of fresh water. 
Looking down into the water, sea 
lions can be seen swimming in their 
small quarter. Appointments, meetings 
or classes aren't on their daily agenda, 
but racing is. The two lions race 
around their pool at excessive speeds 
and spectators' heads move from side 
to side as they watch. After a few laps, 
the race is over. 
Lions And Tigers 
And Bears 
Found In Toledo 
ZOO 
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The zoo is compactly built so if 
walking a great distance is a worry, 
there is no need to fret. Snack bars and 
souvenir stands are available and 
benches for resting the feet are scat- 
tered throughout the park. 
Small children point to giraffes and 
zebras in the distance. The children 
seem astonished by the giraffe's long 
neck as he bellows above the tree tops. 
ONE CAN continue touring the 
recently remodeled zoo and take a 
break from the hot sun by stepping 
inside the home of the carnivores. The 
Bengal tiger sits alone in his cage and 
stares out as spectators stare in. He 
looks warm, uncomfortable and 
bored, but to visitors, he is facinating 
and delightful. Next door neighbor to 
the bengal is the king of the jungle, the 
lion. 
Down several paths await exhibits of 
primates and prairie dogs, of camels 
and caribou and of bison and bengals. 
In a special part of the zoo is a 
wonderland for children. Once called 
Children's Wonderland, the children's 
zoo may fulfill the dreams of young- 
sters and the childish impulses of 
adults. 
Shetland ponies, cows, sheep, goats, 
rabbits and a work horse are just a few 
of the animals to pet. 
Walking back to the tunnel that 
leads under the Anthony Waynne trail, 
you may wonder what to do next. 
Perhaps you could depart the animal 
park from the rear exit and walk across 
the street to Walbridge park on the 
Maumee River. Whatever you decide, 
you'll probably not soon forget the day 
you spent with Toledo's most unique 
citizens. 
The Toledo Zoo bouses hundreds of Toledo's most unique citizens. Of special apeal to 
many is the primate complex that is home tor Max, the gigantic gorilla, among other 
species of primates. 
Roomie Must Decide To Ski Or Not To Ski 
by Geaa Gallagher 
Lul weekend I was sitting in a patch of 
sunlight on the floor, sipping some Pepsi 
when my roommate burst in from an 
afternoon of jogging at the Rec Center and 
announced "Hey, when the first snow 
comes what do you say we go skiing at 
some place around here?" 
"Skiing?" I sputtered, knocking my 
glass of Pepsi onto the carpet. 
"Yeah, what's the matter? Don't you 
like skiing?... Oh, you slob," she said. 
"Where are the paper towels?" 
"Never mind the paper towels," I said. 
"What's this about skiing? Look, the 
leaves aren't even off the trees yet and the 
Huntington Bank guy says it's only 48 
degrees. How can you even be thinking 
about skiing?" 
My roommate tossed some Bounties on 
me and pulled off her terry cloth headband 
and kicked offher Nikes. "I lo-o-o-ove 
winter sports." 
"E-gad," I said. "I was afraid you'd say 
that." 
"Why?" 
"BECAUSE IF there's one thing I hate, 
it's winter sports. Maybe we should find 
separate roommates." 
"You hate winter sports?!" She started 
waving her arms. "But they're great. Ski- 
ing, that's the greatest sport there is." 
"Is not." 
"How do you know? Have you even 
tried it?" 
"Yes." 
It was a total lie, really. The closest I'd 
ever come to skiing was signing the casts of 
about half a dozen friends who'd been 
foolish enough to actually try the sport 
themselves. That was enough for me. 
"So what'd you think?" my friend said. 
"Oh, um, didn't like it. I've got, uh, bad 
ankles." 
"Well what about sledding, or toboggan- 
ing?" 
"Sledding? Tobogganing? In Bowling 
Green?! Ha, Ha. Be serious. You couldn't 
get enough momentum on Mount Jerome 
to pass a snail, even if it was going the other 
way. You'd be better off using the roof of 
the music building." 
I DIDNT want to tell her that I had a 
great phobia for sledding and tobogganing. 
I've had it ever since my sled had gone off 
course at my hometown reservoir, and sent 
me crashing into a telephone pole. True. 
Still, my roommate was unmoved. 
"Snowmobiling then?" she said, pouring 
herself some orange juice. 
"Nope," I said. "Too much windburn, 
and Lord knows you get enough of that 
around this windtrap anyway." 
"How about ice fishing?" 
"Come on. The only kind of bite you 
ever get with that is frostbite." 
My roommate let out an exasperated 
sigh. "Well, what winter activities do you 
like then? There must be something!" 
I blotted the floor with the paper towels. 
"Mmmmmm. . . yeah, sure there are. 
There's backgammon, MTV and Christmas 
shopping." 
I pointed the Bounties tube at her. "Now 
that's challenge, Christmas shopping. Be- 
lieve me!" 
"Christmas shopping?!" She blurted, 
and proceded to knock her orange juice off 
her desk, "What kind of winter sport is 
that?" 
"Oh, I dunno. Look at it this way: it's 
warm and dry." I tossed my Pepsi canal the 
trashcan, and missed. "And I think we 
ought to go before the first snowfall. What 
do you say?" 
My roommate rolled her eyes. "Just 
hand me the paper towels, will you?! E— 
gad." 
A World Of Culture And Art Not Far Away 
by Raddl Robert. 
Saturday afternoon shoppers stroll 
through town, some clad in black leather 
miniskirts, some in Indian skirts and 
draped shawls, others in straight cropped 
denims, oversized sweaters and stacked heel 
boots. Many sport asymetrical hairstyles. 
Now and then, one stops to sit beside the 
streetside marigolds of an outdoor cafe on 
the way to the Starving Artists' Sale. 
A few blocks east, a male student distrib- 
utes Marxist literature on the University of 
Michigan campus' edge. Another student, 
in a loose tunic shirt, faded jeans, with 
unkempt beard and hair,' rambles oblivi- 
ously across the main walkway, piping 
melancholy, ethereal notes from his flute. 
This is obviously not a Bowling Green 
weekend. No, these scenes represent an 
eclectic mix of American styles from the 60s 
and 80s, and contemporary Europe. The 
student in an alligator-stamped shirt and 
designer jeans would appear to be a tourist 
in Ann Arbor, Michigan, 60 miles north of 
Bowling Green. 
Besides the University of Michigan, Ann 
Arbor offers an extensive variety of unique 
shops, bookstores, film and live theaters, 
and restaurants. 
ENJOY DISCOVERING the small, au- 
thentic Lucky's Costumes, where a plume 
here or some sequins there can transport 
one to another time and place. Or spend 
some time browsing in the Middle Earth on 
South University, where live goldfish swim 
in the triple-level shell shaped fountain that 
decorates one nook, shelves spilling forth 
hand-crafted baskets and stoneware. 
For everything not yet discovered, try 
Kerrytown Shops at North Fourth and 
North South Streets. In the Godfrey Build- 
ing, first level, all sorts of collcctables at 
Old Favorite Antiques can be found. Im- 
ported gifts from Korea are the specialty at 
Haver Imports. 
If you enjoy literature of any sort, don't 
miss Borders Books on Liberty Street, the 
largest bookstore in the Midwest. Every 
imaginable type of book, from classical to 
science fiction, is available here. 
It is no surprise that Ann Arbor has 
several book and art stores. Creativity and 
self-expression seem to be the town's only 
fad. A few simple lines of graffiti painted 
on stone walls appear to only threaten 
philosophies: "Property is theft and mili- 
tary is death." 
FAMISHED FROM your shopping 
spree, you needn't go hungry for long in 
BGSCI Board of Student Publications 
is Now Accepting 
Applications for 
new/ 
EDITOR 
Term Beginning Spring Semester 
Apply: 106 University Hall 
Deadline: Tuesday, November 15, 5pm 
Ann Arbor. The Parthenon, on the corner 
of South Main and West Liberty, serves 
Greek fast-food from gyros to octopus, for 
the more courageous diner. You can enjoy 
a light meal of quiche, croissants, soups or 
sandwiches a half block further on South 
Main, complete with a selection from the 
international beer and wine list at the 
streetside Cuisine Limited pastry cafe. The 
Chez Crepe, next door, features delicious 
crepes for dinner and desert, including 
those filled with shrimp, chicken, fudge 
and cream. 
Aside from these possibilities, you can 
also find Japanese, Mexican, vegetarian, 
German, Indian, and Afghanistan cuisine, 
along with seafood. 
After-dinner entertainment abounds in 
Ann Arbor. Film buffs can enjoy Woody 
Allen flicks, Abbott and Costello, The 
Three Stooges, or relive "Casablanca" in 
theaters that feature a history of their own. 
The State Theater on the corner of Liberty 
and State has been divided into four small 
theaters since 1940. 
You can also take in the magic of live 
theater. The Civic Theater on South Main 
will present six fine shows this year, includ- 
ing "The Philadelphia Story" in November 
and "Cabaret" in December. Or you can 
enjoy Professional Theater, said to be the 
finest theater in Ann Arbor. Their season 
includes two "Best of Broadway" selec- 
tions and four Michigan Ensemble Theater 
performances including comedy about 18th 
century convention, "The Rivals" and 
Stindberg's contemporary, surreal "Miss 
Julie" in October. 
For after-the-show relaxation, try one of 
Ann Arbor's many music rooms. The Ark, 
on Hill Street, serves as a showcase for 
American and international performers, set 
in a living-room atmosphere with coffee 
and popcorn provided. 
The Blind Pig is Ann Arbor's most 
intimate music room with an emphasis on 
blues. Ashley's on South State Street spe- 
cializes in relaxation with live performances 
on easy listening and jazz guitarists and 
pianists. Del-Riobar and The Earle, both 
on West Washington, feature jazz enter- 
tainment, while The Heidelberg on North 
Main fills the room with, of course, Ger- 
man music and dancing. 
Only an hour and a half away a world of 
culture and art is waiting. To get to Ann 
Arbor take 1-75 north to 1-475 to 23. Take 
your time to stroll amidst the crowd, smell 
the spice of marigolds and the enticement 
of warm croissants, as you listen to heady 
notes of flute on a breeze in Ann Arbor 
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Museum 
Offers 
Galleries 
And More 
For Visitors 
by Barbara Knisely 
Even those without a vast knowledge 
of art will enjoy browsing the spacious 
corridors of the Toledo Art Museum, 
acclaimed as one of America's finest 
art galleries. 
The museum, which offers more 
than American artwork, allows visitors 
to explore centuries of creativity from 
ancient Egypt to Europe with represen- 
tatives in all art forms from sculptures 
to glass, prints and decorative arts. 
Climbing the enormous marble steps 
of the Monroe Street entrance that lead 
to the interior main floor lobby, one 
discovers a gallery containing several 
samples of 20th Century American art. 
It is here that well-known artist Rich- 
ard Estes displays one of his famous 
paintings, "Helene's Florist." 
The painting depicts a red and white 
neon sign hanging above a sun-faded 
canvas awning flashing the shop's 
name that appropriately gives the 
painting it's name. 
Admiring the painting, visitors can 
almost smell the aroma of golden 
mums and tiny violets placed among 
numerous bunches of freshly cut flow- 
ers, wrapped loosely in tissue paper 
and held in tin cans on alternating 
wooden planks outside the shop win-. 
photo/Jerry Cattaneo photo/Courtesy of Toledo Art Museum 
dow. The play of late afternoon light 
that cascades along the edge of a metal 
street grating, strewn with discarded 
cigarette butts, draws the admirer into 
the open glass door of the shop, where 
one can just barely detect the FTD 
florist sticker on the lower half of the 
glass panel. The artist has so articula- 
tely reproduced a photograph in oil 
that visitors often eye the canvas close 
up to inspect (he fine details. 
VISITORS CAN imagine themselves 
back in the times of the ancient Greeks, 
Romans and Egyptians by stepping 
into the next gallery. Samples of clay 
pots, storage jars and vases all dis- 
played handsomely in glass cases, are 
decorated with stripes, bold massive 
shapes or designs depicting the creative 
talents of artists from as early as the 
13th Century B.C. 
The glass gallery housing exquisite 
examples of glassmaking from ancient 
times to the present, is 'next. The 
museum's collection of more than 2,- 
000 pieces of American glass is among 
the leading collections in this field and 
contains a substantial number of pieces 
of high quality and historical impor- 
tance. 
So extensive is the museum's glass 
collection that it plans to publish an 
American glass catalog to be com- 
pleted in 1985. An award of SI00,000 
from the Henry Luce Foundation in 
New York willl help the museum pre- 
pare a book of its notable collection. A 
detailed description and illustration of 
each piece will serve as an historical 
survey of American glass. 
Among the most eye-catching por- 
traits housed in the 19th century Amer- 
ican gallery is Ralph Albert 
Blakelock's "Brook By Moonlight." 
Ceiling spotlights intensify the densely 
wooded expanse of the immense paint- 
ing, highlighting the cracked hues of 
raven black paint and giving them a 
wet appearance. The ominous 
branches of the trees are fused together 
in various shades of ebony and murky 
black creating an eery, hypnotizing 
effect. One is drawn into the painting's 
depths by the moonlight above as it 
cascades its pale yellow beams, illumi- 
nating a tiny brook trickling through 
the dense forest. 
LEADING BACK to the main 
lobby, visitors can travel through Italy, 
the Netherlands, Spain or France by 
viewing paintings, sculptures and fur- 
niture by masters of four centuries 
among the numerous European galle- 
ries. Included in these are the murals, 
landscapes and abstracts of Rubvens, 
El Greco, Van Gogh and Monet. 
The ground floor of the museum 
contains an art supply store, an infor- 
mation booth and a large library where 
visitors may further study their favor- 
ite artists from the museum's book 
collection. 
The Print Gallery, also located on 
the ground floor, displays short-term 
exhibits of photographs and prints of 
prominent artists. 
The Collector's Corner, a small shop 
located near the Print Gallery, displays 
the works of talented, outstanding 
local  artists  for  visitors to  rent  or 
purchase. 
The Toledo Museum of Art offers a 
selection of adult art classes, lectures 
and workshops, in addition to drawing 
and music classes for children. The 
museum also attracts visitors from the 
area with its Peristyle Series of music, 
theater and dance. 
Visitors can take the opportunity to 
lunch with friends or family at the 
newly remodeled cafe. The atmosphere 
and appetizing menu make a relaxing 
end to an enjoyablbe walk through the 
galleries of the Toledo Art Museum. 
photo/Courtesy ol Toledo Art Museum 
The various attractions at the Toledo 
Museum of Art make the 30 minute trip 
from the University well worth it. The 
museum is open Monday through Saturday 
and includes a caffe, galleries, relics and 
other regular features as well as special 
exhibits. The Toledo museum is also one of 
toe few art museums in the country that 
regularly offers musical entertainment. 
photo/Jerry Cattoneo 
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PREPARATION FOR: 
GMAT-LSAT-GRE 
fKaPUN 
ii 3550 Sfjcor Rd. 
SuHfi 201 
Tolodo, Ohio 
S-PW'OV 
BGSU Board of 
Student Publications 
is Now Accepting 
Applications for 
thebC^new/ 
Term: Beginning Spring 
Semester 
Apply: 106 University Hall 
Deadline: November 15 
(Tues.) 5pm 
• MAOkC OF DfCORATlVt 
PAINTING 
■Sfftt ALPINE SKI SCHOOL 
Th*   MnMan   to   V«n     Ttoi 
'«« MioduBmiiil *< ***«• S». 
■ng «*> Mp to« M I to«t 
roMWOf the MM •>* toMM 
J:>0 
tPOMTSWItHf NO 
ctrwio" «»om the hoyal w». 
Ml   '•>  rt  Toranto   Onl ,    i  CH 
.200 
JSar NCAA TOO AY 
Wf* STUNG 
AS-C   wifKtND   SPE- 
CIAL     Al   The   MOM*   Hi   Th* 
World     Ah*  he >**cuM*>lapre 
chatm -*x> ur ant* torn on* —-en 
iJ   larTt   tx>y   ream* 
0 NCW Tf CM TIME* h-no 
tot late *.ih SMHP Stamberg <* 
INMMI PNMC ■*to about her 
deep Mild tag* to HMWI com 
•IJOUlTtNG 
•ami SPORTSCE NTEP. 
12.SO 
Ste) NCAA FOOTBALL 
THUNOAR* 
AMINICAN     IANO- 
STANO 
Bj) DINNER AT JULIA'S A 
ttmokad ubnon t*»l CMW ■» W 
lowed by row de-mad< abb. i and 
pMM chat Jean Pan* Go.amid* 
{ NCAA FOOTBAil 
TOM  ANNOUNCED 
MOVH     **')        Scream 
Btocuto Scan.    11*731 INatm 
Marahal PamGner 
Sj)    NATIONAL    TRACTOR 
PULLING CM*MfO«8M)P5 
rrMCI MOVIf **>    <i Cam* 
F.om   Moaywood    I1M2I   John 
Candy Oan Aykroyd 
4:00 
•    MOV*     ***      Co.- 
lift) SMU Spacok   Pajra Law 
m 
«MD KINOOOM 
SPOflTSWONLO    Schetf 
tried   John Mugab. / Curnt Parker 
10 roond ■mddto.Migil tiowl .hv* 
kom lampa flat Britrah Grand 
Pm Motorcycle Champ«nW« 
Stdectrt   (bom   Sahereione    Ing/ 
■Ml 
9   FIRING   LINE      IcononMS 
And    Pohbca    Ot   Bate       GuMI 
• VICTORY QAMMN Hot. 
Thomaon warn lha Kuechenho* 
Gardam *• Htatond tfl> 
ivn SPORTSWEIK mi 
rrMO   MOV*   •#•»     Danct 
01   Tha   Oararte     I1M3I   PaW* 
fonde Datoahftalhn 
1:00 
SSPORTSWEEKtENO 
KIOSWOflLD 
• WORLD   OP   COOK- 
ING      Garmany     A    Southern 
Menu   IH) 
S) MOVH •• ■> Vxior, Al 
IntoUto HBIBI SurtlancMtor 
Kit Oougtoe 
■BPNI     SATURDAY     NIGHT 
AT THE FIGHTS IN) 
l:SO 
STO M  ANNOUNCED 
HKaH    SCHOOL    QUIZ 
Amhonv Wayna v»   Ganoa 
0MOVK   «*    >       The lord* 
Ot ftoenuah    H9»4i Henry w- 
■tor. 5yht**l*r Sl*Be*y* 
SJ   ALL    N€W   THIS   OLD 
HOUSE Bob Vaa MNI a Shot 
born Maa**thu**«t* cowpto taho 
drarnenttod   mowed and iaa***m 
btod an hattonc howaa 
9     COMPUTER      PRO 
OJLAMME    Tt-ngeToCorn*   A 
took m Ma amp act o* compmari 
on thehaur* 
24)0 
SJ    MOVH     **•       Play    N 
Agran     Sam      I1S72I    Woody 
Alan franeKeaton 
• VIETNAM: A TELEVI- 
SION HISTORY   TM. ISM 
Tha *namy oftonai— JSSSBafi 
lha Vtoteong and taaad w Hppto 
theSatgon pwNaSSM but tod to 
dta aaojnnmB ol Amancaw rnthtary 
•nmdrawal bom Vietnam Q 
SB AMERICAN GOVTRN 
ME NT SURVEY 
(TMO MOV* » * Tha VMM 
Pony nt*ttM**avnL*wtaona. 
ArtHvidto. 
2:30 
SJ    AMERICAN    GOVERN- 
MENT SURVEY 
ftSM 
SJ SffSKEL S ESERT AT 
THE MOWS 
S> VVOOOWRK3MT S SHOP 
"baw tRtoodwortung' Roy OS* 
about   fumr* orojacti and RMO- 
■» taaow w*tt< th* Hoowai inan 
IWM at Stanford Unraonrty and 
awtha ••Kitm Na ta* Hm 
eioojama SaSfJbJS '° b*to biooti 
•a >•*•* hatdaiaMj tham   wmaa 
Iothai (*caa haw Moiaajhad tr> ma 
ItoMad Ella* pdbowi gowain 
mom aid and at apM* ol nmal d» 
■ 9PN) ALPINE SKI SCHOOL 
lha lAauniojn to Vow* Tha 
lOCOM oa.atopmanl at Atoaia Ski 
mg tfw n«p nan and * bfw* 
'(owaw ol tha aonoa ar* toafurad 
Ml 
4:90 
m MARY TYLER MOORE 
«SPNI AUTO RACING    0*' 
SyiOMaa SWBOI Nabonato    Ibom 
Syiocua* N Y MR) 
BOO 
S STAR TREK 
MAGIC Of OR. PAINT- 
ING 
SJ) WONDER WOMAN 
SJ SS.K SCREEN Smxng 
Woman A Clanaaa aaamtboaa 
•Mrtatg n San FiancaKO • Chaia 
row" bacoa na> *nmNjiai«n to 
Am*r«a hai lamay Ha and ha> 
—pfwca* aa • Nal-aanaiatMn 
Oanaa* aomai m Hi couMry 
(THC) MOV* • * * ' i Vctoi 
/WMma I1SS2I A*a Andiawa 
RobartPraaion 
6:30 
XTHE MUPPEIS 
MAGIC     OP     FLORAL 
PAINTING 
SJ SAK SCREEN Paioy A 
FApan anrmp/ant hohta to both* 
■aortawj condmom at «MJ can- 
nanaa of RMJ Pacmc Hortma—t 
dMrawj lha 20« and 30* and 
bacomaa a local champion of tha 
• SO 
1SJ OSS NEWS 
TWS WEEK IN PARL4A- 
INT 
SJ 13 REPORTS 
■SPNI   SKIING   AMERICAN 
STYLE   A horary   of   atom] *> 
Aaaan Coto 
TOO 
8TME MURRETS 
DON CHERRY'S GRAPE 
VINE u-ii l«adPan>s 
SHEE HAW 
ENTERTAINMENT THIS 
WEEK faaiwad *fi—i aMh 
Ray Matond l«da Ivan*   a look 
at *mm top mowa compo—»■ 
Goao Maod- I flaahdanca ) 
Jart,    GoUVMh    I   Psycho    H   I 
and Jama* Momar ■ Sta> Tick ■■ 
ThaWiathOfRhan ) 
• • SOLID GOLD 
■ SPhl   NFL   GAME OF   THE 
WEEK 011 
7 SO 
«THE MUPPETS 
FAME GAME D*v>, to* 
hoai* • compaM«n among mu*i 
ta) gioupt aom Watoaoi Ont 
coniaatanti •miuaa SoMho> 
Maadowt The Pmch and Th* 
JM 
< SNEAK PREVKWS 
JACKIE GLE A SON 
KSPHI SPORTSCENTER 
iTblC) MOV1C  * * Th. ftor 
iba I1SB1I Jack Ihchohton 
Vakw* PanMa A 'KM bofdai 
guaid • vakaM coma ■* conRct 
amh thoaa of hn conuai io —art 
m% and hn mannafcihc m*a   R 
S00 
O SJ BUOS BUNNY 
THANKSGIVING ORTT An. 
matarf tuga gat* mio ma hoaday 
ipatf by conaaatg •*> a apoCiR 
Thantagn«tg da* to N* bamdi 
IRI 
O NHL HOCKEY f^Madabih>a 
"t«. * at I vomo Maoto loaN 
SJ D*Ff RENT STROKES A 
chon iaact«n of ■**»!> "AM 
mattait worta aha. Arnold mx 
tfAoray gait a <aah not<a Q 
SJ TJ HOOKER Hookar iraa* 
rat own off duty tana to MBwol to 
Mauco -< aaarch of • mmaifl 
chad Q 
■J MOV* **• Stood And 
Sand MM1I TyronaPoanv "•<• 
Hayworth A buahghl*» taaaa* to) 
own da*a«ci«n aman ha aban 
and a pabn •aadar iCryatal Bar 
natdl Mb it II amathar to ba hon 
aat «Mh hat gioom n 
SJ STAR SEARCH 
• SO 
(THCI MOVIE •* * AnOm 
OB And A Ganttoman MM2I 
fWhard Gar* Oobf* Waigat An 
midajcajanail *»*tion ofhcor can 
OMtot* maoti h* match » a tough 
Naval drd wnnia    R 
10OO 
SJ THE YELLOW ROSS Th* 
Champ*m ay to gat thaa hatdi 
to martat dnpmi tha achamatg 
Jab HoBMiar t plan* to thwart 
•ham 
SJ FANTASY ISLANO A 
•at*«d .lax* iCyd ChanaMl 
aramt io partom agam and a 
warJmi andoor KM Marrarafhar) 
•i low* anth har buMar II bam /an 
batai Jr I hopm to toam that h* 
•too COIM to har Q 
NTDOWN 
1 SO 
■ ■Hi) HYDRORLANE RAC- 
ING San 0-go ThumtorboH 
Ragaiia   IRI 
'IMC) MOV* * N-ght Warn 
n*   HMD jaiwny McNcnot Bo 
TO OSU COU 1 
KICK OFF 
t WHITE SHADOW 
COUNTOOWN      TO 
KICKOFF 
10: SO 
SJ SJ  COLLEGE   FOOTBALL 
htothwatMrn **  ONo Slata 
11 OO 
I THE NATIONAL 
I NEWS 
(MOVIE**    GamaraSup*r 
Monaiar       HSBOIAaan    toCM 
uraaaah monuar* io worn* th* 
**yth and Gamara coma* io tha 
■BPN) SPORTSCENTER 
11 IB 
(•NEWS 
NEWS iPtovmcat Atfwi 
1 4B 
• lOVE CONNECTION 
2SO 
O      MOV*      ***        LWI 
IIB44I     Gana     Toirnay      Caftan 
SJSPMI SPORTSCENTER 
3 00 
SjHEWS 
fTUCI MOVIE *•'' '«•• 
HNH Gaorg* C Scott Tanonty 
Hunon 
J SO 
0JSPN)   SATUROAV    NIGHT 
AT THE   FIGHTS  A*m l aPori* 
I   GaroM  HayM   lOfOund  foam 
ar—oight bout Ibom Attonnc Ct, 
N J mil 
4 SO 
O    MOVSi     •**       Intono 
119631     Robort     Ryan      Rhonda 
SUNDAY 
laCMMBER 12. ISS2 
<*X>. ■  .Mil v DM » 
!i 8' 
SJFAME 
SJ      MOV*      ***        Tatoa 
I1B4BI Suaan riayward   Robari 
PiMton   A tompMtuau* I amah 
bacomM oawambrboua — m har 
od mi*i*tTi and abnoat toooa tha 
b*M| man m bar M* 
8: SO 
SJ    SJ    DAFFY    DUCKS 
THA hhXS-fOR -GIVING       Ant 
maaad Daft, dacrdM io t**abr»i 
lha hobday by gfwng hr* lam a 
chanoa w *h»*r thaa appraciabor. 
of to Menu (Rl 
• SB.VSR SPOONS Ra*y t 
bjajftojajaj about hunting arrth 
GramKatna*    Sfaiion    IJohrt 
11:20 
SjASC NEWS 
1VS0 
SJ SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE 
How    Tar.   Garr    GUMIB    bhcfe 
ftoataroodi/oo 
113B 
0 STAR SEARCH 
11 4B 
SJ   SISKEL    A    ESERT   AT 
THE  MOVTES 
O MOV* **• Sba« 
Dog. 119721 Duabn hyrNman 
Suaan Gaorg* A man and to 
ante attempt io ramoao them 
•shoe bom ■astoni Amancan eoo 
afy but atocewor thai a peaceful 
•urtaoe can h 
W MOV* * * Batvto For Tha 
Planet Ol The ApM' IIB72IRMV 
dy McOowH Ctowda Alurw The 
ape ReSSBSW OXM to peacohPy 
I1O0 
I FOCUS: SLACK 
MEETING PLACE Th* 
Moat Raw Chartoa A Matom and 
Raw Jemat W-igerboi ofhcaHe 
at Hah Roeary Roman Cathobt 
CBBMTM •» Ragma Seek 
(COMMENT 
WORSHeP   FOR   SHUT- 
INS 
iWOOOWRrGHT 5 SHOP 
PtNK PANTHER 
TONY BROWN 5 JOUR- 
NAL Mr* Norman W* lo«e 
Vou Ruth Stepheneon Norman a 
Chttowon Wati Vagvae leachar 
-nth S3 yaore of aapoi«nco uAa 
about bar tomule of km* «Mh 
IMTRMJ 
11:30 
iSUNOAY BEST 
FACE THE NATION 
SUNDAY MASS 
COMMUNITY CLOSE-UP 
SJ HOUSE WARMING WITH 
CHARL* WING 
SJ   MOVIE   **'■>     Sueamnah 
OITtoMownbM   MBSBIShatoy 
Tampto RriMtohScoH 
SJ THE LAWMAKERS Con. 
eponetoma Lrnda war itieimv Bad 
Cokai RObom jom Paul DtA* to 
an up-io-*to-mrnwta eummary of 
Congreeatonal BSSJTBSI 
49 HYMN SaNG Seannena 
«•— H*a*hi*e> Day Wor* 
• a Tha MajM to Comaag Hat 
lyo to On Tha Spanoar and 
Mat* IVM Heue Sean Tha Gb> 
>y      IRI 
JNFL TODAY 
NPl   S3 
THIS    WEEK     WITH 
DA VIO BRINK LEV 
ft) THE  LAWMAKERS Corra 
tpondantt latde Warth*rm*i  end 
Cot* Roberta ram Paul Ouke to 
an  up io lha mrnute eummary ol 
Corvaaaronal acm-itM 
«BP*U   NFL   GAJAE   OP THE 
WEEK IR) 
fTMC) MOVIE * * 'i Si- C- 
Ihe hhghi IIBB2I Roy Siho-aar 
Meryl Sheep 
1 OO 
O   MOVIE   *•••     to Tha 
Heal Of  The Nrghl     11BB7I Srd 
nayPornar  Rod SMrgjar 
0 KSPN) CFL FOOTSALL 
'    iMManDnnaronSemrlwial 
SJ   NFL    FOOTSALL   Dat'Ot 
1 rona at Houaton Oaara 
SJ NFL FOOTSALL Coaaiaaja 
ol Saettl* al St lour* Whom, at 
New    Ingtonrf     liiMau   at    Now 
I Vert JM* Ol CmcmnM. « ftenoM 
'C«y 
9     SJ     WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVIEW 
SJ   MOVIE    ****      Commg 
Home     M9'S> Jane londa    Jon 
Vorghl 
ISO 
SJ SARAJEVO    S4 OaympN 
•vanta hrahbghMd at Hue hour are 
HcemM AM   Itt* l>*ari Or Deem 
MS44I    ••. 
4 SO 
9    WOOE HOUSE     PLAY 
HOUSE 
SJ INTERNATIONAL EDi 
TaON ImdRouien hoeta atoot et 
anporianl bend* and neart atonit 
m   ma Unread  S.awa  ea  Man by 
»a>en t  and pr*H  pa 
nabait ttetnnad a> the umi., 
BOO 
SJ   ALL    NEW   THIS   OLD 
HOUSE Bub Vaa wane • Sh*r 
born   HeeeachuMtlt couple   arho 
<bernanttod   mouad end IFJbjajajF 
ffj   FIRING   LINE    I 
And   PobM*   Qf   Race 
i Stantod Unruararfy and 
program* deergned io hasp btone 
are raaay imdaae mom amaa 
a*her .KM have Fourrahad m lha 
Urwed St*fM anfhoul govern 
mam ad and m *pn* ol rnrbo) dr* 
S:30 
ISJOSCNEWS 
SJ SB.K SCREEN Pmoy A 
f AprnoaraiHgiam hahta to bailer 
■rorbmg condMron* rn dto can 
narrM of mo Pacrht NertharMt 
durmg   th*     20*   and     JO*   and 
labd 
SJ SJ WALL STREET WEEK 
faal   PioMt   to   laai   Food' 
B   Co 
toe 
2O0 
SJ GREAT PERFORMANC- 
'ES    Lno From Lmcoto Cantor 
Naur Yon Crty Opera *   The Cwn 
nmglrlMe Vraan 
SJ GREAT PERFORMANC 
ES Th* Ida 01 Vardi Thayoar* 
m atrhch Gruaappa Verdi pram 
rated law Mrito. « Trow*> 
n»a and began lergototio are 
drematuod 
fTMCl MOV* *• Buddy 
Buddy MRU Jack lammon 
WarMMamwju 
2:30 
SJ K*CK BOXING 
3.00 
O HIGH SCHOOL FOOT 
BALL TODAY FoaturM Oreo a 
NghMt compuHr ranked Mrjh 
School loorba* team aa ihey 
man    Ihao    -ay    ro    tha    MM 
fTMCl   MOVIE    ** 1       Tap* 
M»Sn George C   Scoit    Tanoahy 
Hutton 
• 00 
. O   ORKHNAL   SIX   HOCKEY 
HEROES Monaee> « NoarVorh 
i MINORITY REPORT 
FAME 
BRJkOSHAW ON THE 
EIGHT STAGES OP MAN 
Ooni Slot Th* Crrar* VVrthoul 
Ma Durmg adotoaianca phyarcal 
and ato*a»ctual a/oanh ra ohon 
atom-bomb mutaMa  but a power 
eoo 
I NEWS 
NEWS 
MOV*    ***v> 
bOMBerJr      ISaant)(1B28IBu*t- 
m KaMon. Manon Byron. A bnMl 
young man b**n out of cobaga 
m to MI th* Muahiar of hai 
SSJESf 
CBCM 
VIE 
«STAR TREK 
MATINEE     AT     THE 
B4JOU Faaaurad    Yukon FtojM 
(1S40I  ilamng  Sgt    Ftontow  of 
m* C*n*dujn Hu.ll t Mounted 
Poacra: • 1S37 ahor. bbtod "Bad 
Houaekeap^g and awmng Edgar 
K*n>iao>: a 1B3S cartoon caftod 
Boy MOM* Dog      IB2B ahon 
laoad —«h the reabry of halmg 
BTSPM) SATURDAY NIGHT 
AT THE FIGHTS Scheduled 
Hoarard Dna J / hwt Man.* 
vo 10-round Lajhrrntrgtrl bout 
BJMI 
BOO 
SJSJ MOVIE ***   BToS 
MSSOI JbM Fonrs. Doa> Parion 
ThTM    -orkmg.    aroman    >ao* 
tram    ihM 
kM 
SJ TV'S CENSORED 
BLOOPERS Drok Clark a abrvarJ 
by Tad OavaMR I Cheen i end 
Vioki LaarianM I Mama ■ Fana- 
h. ) to me auith admon of drp* 
toghaghbng oabArVMb'  hub*  and 
12:00 
O    MOVK    ***      Gnor 
M97BI   Bun   RIIIMM.   Lauren 
Hunon 
«S*N) NFL GAME OP THE 
WEEK (Rl 
(TMCJ   MOVIE   **H     Amda 
Of Tha «der Tomaton'   M976I 
ItlSO 
tlSPNI THE WORLD 
SPORTSMAN In the Ameran 
MVJhl  Of VIFIP.III.   krur   moun 
12:00 
(TAKING ADVANTAGE 
COUNTRY CANADA Th* 
Oniano VrjbvaMrv Cobag* at  th* 
UnrverertY of Guerph e)  lughaofit 
•al 
gjEARLE BRUCE 
SJ MEET THE PRESS 
m ON THE ISSUE 
•J TONY BROWN S JOUR- 
NAL    Mr.   Nenvtan. Wo LOM 
VOU" Rueh Saaohaneon Norman   a 
ISO 
« NFL TODAY 
MOV* #**W COM 
Hand Luka (1967) Paul New 
man. Gaorg* ■ enoedy 
Bar THE CHEMICAL PEOPLE 
Communrt, Anewara Tha abjpo 
a communrty can take io ooat 
—th the probtom* of drug and 
, alcohol abuM among aa young 
* STAR TREK 
UNDERSEA WORLD OF 
i JACQUES COUSTEAU 
• SO 
fNSC NEWS 
NEWTON'S APPLE ba 
RlCMlll Th* Nor ol farbng took* 
*< aha *Mbon ol hotogjama. aaka 
about turaty bcrwj* and taMa out 
arhy — ma*a m cry 
7^0 
(SJSOMVMUTES 
FRAGOLE ROCK VVembtov 
i  io ■ 
S4.S, CAMERA   Ltoyd 
I probtom ol momd pabenta under 
the car* of rnaarhrbon* mat no 
Rebecca Sober) r apart * on Ca.gr* 
a tamo, haM EBaSSSSB atol ra M* 
world •    torjaat    graavbeabng 
r^ LOVt   tOAT   A   [.M 
4.HXMOOI   red.    am;   to> 
Amaud dm ftomv • wijpj^m 
iMMn lo Hw»Mn ifwr»> W 
.2:1* ■ sou. TWUN 
•aa 
■ MOVK *•*»    "kkrtK 
* On na> Omm iipupi" nt'4i 
Atam f«-wv law UK+ 
*)   MOVK   ••     VWo   SMw 
■oo.      IU72I 
Mtt U ymmn af ■pal—. '»*• 
tkoM Mi ma «.».»• 
at NOVA "To LMO UMt Vow 
0»    To*    Won    a    UaoMk 
I OiNTU ON TMt IAHO 
Jrflm vofmcsNTiR 
Una 
THi  Murrtit coon 
400 
■ • MB. •OOTIAU. Data 
SeW w hi Oojop OMrqoro 
■ SAN T A CLAIM •ARAM 
ItoMaMi ol Mo OJOOM oM 
.—I llrom do>nc 
•»    1 
Oocoi  tt» Grouch mi Shoron, 
■ MOVK •* "THtUolDoy 
llt.il I 
rPMOVol ♦••     «n,«ono 
111331   Fay  Wio,    Koton   Ann 
ItaVNI       CFI.       FOOT1ALL 
•1»Ml.iiDiiiimiiSoiM«nor 
ImtaMovti •••  ».rtoo> 
Joo >OK>. «• Umm-H ol Cot- 
■>'■ taod iaeokot oBooh. 
»»n.tr «tAtucvf rr on 
NOD 
JOHN CALLAWAV 
IHTIHVoTVVa Comooan Sal 
o« rocota Hi o»ro oo tlo runs 
of SoMoty nfeoM TV duroirj Ao 
ftOo and u*§ okowl tot opt and 
■aim a. Na coraat owo t—i. 
(turn 
AU CttaMTUtaa CMAT 
■m •ManacaMTaa 
ta* 
■tPNI NBA TONKiMT 
taaa 
■   TM    MAOaCOMaWHI 
l.o-o-« I  ate— Jaaao 
NEWLOVE 
MANAGEMENT 
"KEEP US IN MIND FOR YOUR 
1984-85 HOUSING NEEDS." 
Newlove 
Management 
336 S. Main 
352-5620 
UNIVERSITY THEATRE PRESENTS 
THREE SISTERS 
NOV. 10-12 and 
NOV. 16-19 
MAIN 
AUDITORIUM, 
8:00 p.m. 
STUDENTS ADULTS 
$2.00 $4.00 
CALL 372-2719 FOR RESERVATIONS. 
SPECIAL MATINEE NOV. 19 at 3:00 p.m. 
TWO TICKETS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE 
BGSU Board of 
Student Publications 
is Now Accepting 
Applications for 
/The Gavel\ 
EDITOR 
Term: Beginning Spring 
Semester 
Apply: 106 University Hall 
Deadline: November 15 
(Tues.) 5pm 
4 00 
I    Tha Ska Kn*jM 
»••   r>*v- 
• oo 
• ■    CHtEFB   AN*   bang 
—"«a •tkupikndw'd 
it. MM* of OdMno <* bar** 
MI^I »*B*W— tCftMian NMMM 
and tha oay Mflol at 1*24 
farm* Wft Haray l« a (Way** 
ftogaaal ab*>» to hantfa tha pb a 
•*W by rta bu*<* daatha of 
lawjriataami Vart 1) 
O VANOERBERG Hanfc a 
fMMpMafetad art* • hffM anth San , 
d)a a amnd and EMftaftt has h* 
baby aft* Mmraal Hard a lava 
altar 
0 KNIGHT RIOER Kin 
bacomaa Ma haw at Mchaal a 
plan IO aapoaa a fang of ttaavaa 
~**< IIM cyalonmaa) can 
• HAROCASTLE » 
ftftCCORMtCK Jwkja Hadcaatta' 
bacomaa tanvpotart jiagdian o* a 
yu.ng gang m»iWi l&Nnv 
Jaokaonl i*gata>d b> ha tam* 
lomradaa and a MCMWI itiabai* 
B • NATUAC Saoai 
Waannni taaacia auch aa fha 
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4 SO 
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WS.O   AMERICA     MM 
Waaga   Marty caphaao tha »•«- 
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tarn tha 
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TRAPPER JOHN    M 0   A 
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SEP*. SPORTSWEEK 
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I BUSINESS REPORT 
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■BtNSKX STORY 
SSPRI TOP RANK BOXING 
.Jamaa Bioad I Larry Aiaaandar 
I? tound ISPN Itaavyannghi 
Champ wr iha)   bout   Ihvo   bom 
• Atlanbc Crty  N J > 
•  SO 
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aby upoata tha crookad BBBaM 
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0 NEW TECH TIMES htaho 
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OAVKJ LETTERMAN Guaora 
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bad Port* 
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■ NSC NEWS OVERNIGHT 
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2 OO 
XNEWS 
MCtvm    ••* 
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SO) THREE S COMPANY 
SARNET MILLER 
GREAT     AMERICAN 
DINNERS   THANKSGIVING 
■■»• PKA FUU. CONTACT 
KARATE   .aoi Kafco of aT 
(TMO   MOVIE    ••      Malaaj 
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Ol NEWS 
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ALL    NEW   TM*   OLD 
1:30 
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nsax a. oaiababc haajuo oraf 
katod   oanraj 
ChompranaNp bou* (bom Aaanbc 
Cav. IUIM 
O)        caa        NEWS 
NtOHTWATCH    IJaavad    at 
m** 
kTMO MOVSE •*»« -Tha 
Dav Tho Earth Stood So." I1M1I 
oraiobool IVjojaa. Potrrtora bbjaL 
4:30 
loaOVof *4 V! Tho Sot 
HMD 
(TMO MOVK *** Wno. A 
Wo. To Op IISS4I Sbabj, Mac 
Laaao Doon Matlai. A araaata/ 
I oho oaoo ol hat ha. 
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WEEKLY IRI 
3:00 
•        caa 
NIGMTWATCH    I 
IS41 ata hrbanad loot pnea IP 
RACING    aad daraoj Sao anaat on Paatl 
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1
 ay An-Wotron aaot B>on II 
ll«) 
StataaiNfws 
TWOLKJUTZONE 
Tor* OUT 
flMO MOMi •• »    Tap." 
HMD Gocgo C Scan   lanaohy 
ttutton 
ITTMCI M VOE • • v 
ba"   11*11   Joo 
aVatl** r arTaTta 
•SPNI PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE (Rl 
ItP   MAMA S    FAM4.Y   Day |P""" •> ban «ao 
JbaaabJ tahon bar pinabHa.hr. obon- |WPo»aoonaloal 
Idaao oat. Earn .lOMig o luatatauo j                      11: 
■ otaji a aaaah aaaaaar aaan. jaaNCWS 
BEE GEE 
BOOKSTORE 
Supplies, T-Shirts, 
Backpacks, & 
Much Much More 
STOP IN 
LOOK AND 
AROUND 
MON.-FRI. 9-5:30 
SAT.9-&0CV 
The Leisure, Arts, and 
Entertainment magazine. 
Featuring: 
o Campos and local events 
• A weekend quide to fun 
• Book reviews 
• Record reviews and. 
Look for H In your 
Friday BG N«w*. 
bt.s»-byayaPi»«.-».-p™.-« 
Some people are 
still liK ikiiig for a safe place to 
deposit their money. 
Some place where they can keep an eye 
on it at all times. 
Wfell, buying U.S. Savings Bonds is a safe 
easy, and profitable way to a safe deposit 
Because Bonds can be replaced if they' are ever 
lost, stolen, or destroyed. 
Plus, Bonds offer some safe guarantees: 
like a guaranteed way to save, through the 
Payroll Savings Plan (a little is taken out of each 
paycheck automatically); a guaranteed interest 
rate; and guaranteed tax benefits. And Bonds 
are backed by the safest, 
rnost solid guarantee 
of all. America. 
12 
• ■;. 
: 19C Mir gr»«*n Co.. I—It Wl 
• :   3i "I MIGHT GET..« . 
BUT I DOfTT GET HUB) UPT 
#*- 
John Madden 
EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED 
IN A BEER. AND LESS. 
